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greatest opportunity is here now, 1
cannot stay here, it Is impossible bul A
1 have
things going fine, FriscD is
behind this move heart and sou! and
we are going to put some money in
here. The state council is going to
put an assessment on so you see that
means weekly so now is the time. The
painters, teamsters and the carpen
ters have a man here already. I mean
the carpenters have. Now the paint
AND ers and teamsters and the iron work DR SUN YAT SEN TODAY TOOK
TVEITMOE,
JOHANNSEN
ers will have men here and all thf
MUNSEY
THE OATH OF OFFICE AS PROWILL NOT BE ARother
trades, also the plumbers have
VISIONAL EXECUTIVE.
RAIGNED UNTIL JAN. 12
a man here. I wish I could stay, Joe,
but Hockin is the man to take it up
DARROW
TO DEFEND THEM with Ryan at once, the best man for NANKING PROCLAIMEDCAPITAL
the position. I hope Frank is at the
when this arrives so he will HEAD
office
MAN WHO REPRESENTED
OF THE REPUBLIC SAYS HE
send Hockin at once. I leave here toWILL INSURE DETHRONEWILL ASSIST THEIR
morrow night for Frist o hoping you
MENT OF MANCHUS.
ALLEGED CONFEDERATES
and Frank take action at once I be
to rema'n.
Your Sincerely, E. A. CLANCY.
WILL WORK FOR THE PEOPLE
BURNS
GETS BIG REWARDS
"P. S. Will send a full detail r
port tonight.
Gene."

JANUARY

IHh DAILY MAXIM
Are Tour New Y
Resolutions Still
Intact?

2, 1912.

CITY

I

-

!

EDITION.

cuss a report that a movement was
afoot in Nebraska to place his name
on the presidential
primary ballots.
"Have you taken any steps to have
your name removed from the primary
ballots in Nebraska?" he was asked.
"I have taken no steps one way or
tne other, ' was the reply.
"A dispatch from
Washington says
that you have made known to President Taft through a friend, your unwillingness to say tnat you will, un A
sham.
GOVERNOR OSBORNE OF MICHITEXAS
MILLIONAIRE
FINDS
der no circumstances, accept the nomWarden Moyer said he had given
GAN SAYS SUCH A MOVE
SPOUSE
LIVING
WITH
ANOTHination
next
June, is this true?"
Morse permission on March 11, 1910,
WILL SAVE THE G. O. P.
"I haven't seen the story," Colonel
ER MAN IN CANADA
to send
telegram to purchase
Roosevelt answered.
"I suppose I
some iras stock and that subseuuentlv
uave Deen neglecting my educa
Morse ban come into his office and ROOSEVELT FOR THIRD
TERM tion
INVOKE
EXTRADITION
again. But I wiU Bay this, that WILL
said:
I
when
have
announcement
I
any
made
on
deal
that
$2,000
"Warden,
EITHER THE COLONEL OR SENA- make I will make it publicly. 1 will
and I want you to have half of it."
govern
not discuss the rumorB. 1 have noth persuades Dominion
TOR BEVERIDGE WOULD BE
The warden said he told Morse to
ment
runaway
is unto
on
ing
say
anything. The peace
forget he ever said anything like that
ELEGiTED PRESIDENT.
banquet, with its strong arm squad
desirable citizen
and never to say such a thing again.
preserving peace presented an opnor
He said he advised Attorney General
Wickershara that he permitted Morse HE IS A LOYAL REPUBLICAN tunity the other day, but I am not dis
ELOPED
cussing rumors and reports."
to send the telegram.
WITHJ RICH MAN
"It Is reported that
you will have
HIS ADMINISTRATION
MAN
WILL BE
WILL GIVE HIS SUPPORT TO T"he an important announcement at a
WHO SOLVED
DYNAMITE
ENGAGEMENT IS ANNOUNCED
din MRS. J. B. SNEAD GIVES
tip HOME
FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL
to
Burns
ner Friday night
"
NOMINEE OF THE PARTY AT
PLOT WILL RECEIVE
Testify
At
a
dinner
OVER
given last night at .he
AND CHILDREN FOR LOVE OF
Indianapolis, Ind., Jaa. 2. William
io electrify the system?" inter
CLASSES ALIKE.
COMING CONVENTION.
Castaneda hotel by Maurice Bendix
$30,000 IN CALIFORNIA
ALBERT G. BOYCE
J. Burns arrived here today to testify
rupted the Colonel. "No, sir; I have
in honor of Miss Hose Krause, Simon
no dinner engagement for Friday. I'm
before the federal grand jury in what
.auKing, China, Jan. 2. Dr. Sun Kacharach announced the engageLos Angeles, Jan. 2. Olaf Tveit-moe- , is considered to be the final
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 2. Governor still not hungry."
lap In the Yat Sen
Winnipeg, Jan. 2 The story of
today took the oath of office ment of his niece, the guest of honor, Chase S. Osborn in a statement here
Anton Johannsen and J. E.
, government's
minora pmchot is quoted this how J. B. Snead, millionaire Texas
of
al
the
investigation
as
to
Mr.
Bendix.
Mr.
Both
Bendix and today proposes that President Taft
provisional president of the repub
the labor leaders Indicted by ;ho leged nation-widmorning as saying that you had told banker, after tracking his wife a
dynamiting SOnsplr lic of China and was
formany Invest- Miss Krause are well known in Las and Senator La Follette both with- him that you would not
federal grand Jury last Saturday, acy.
accept the thousand miles and spending $1,000
ed with the powers of chief execu- Vegas and have a large number of draw as
presidential candidates in fa nomination, although you
were arraigned in the United States
Tonight Mr. Burns expects 'o con tive. The ceremony was simnle hut lriends who wish them
thought you in the search, overcame all obstacles
vor
of
Theodore
Roosevelt or
happiness.
district court and obtained a delav fer with United States District At
could be elected. Do you wish to
deny in international diplomacy, was reIt was attended by all the Mr. Bendix is cashier and
dignified.
Albert J. Beveridge. The gov Mis.'
bookkeep
until January 12 before entering thei: torney Charles W. Miller, Oscar Law
vealed today when it was announced
prominent men of the revolutionary er of the Bacharach Brothers depart- ernor had prepared a speech to this
"I haven't seen the statement," said
pleas.
ler, special government prosecutor In party.
that his wife and her admirer, Albert
ment store and Miss Krause is a sis- effect to be delivered in introducing Colonel
Roosevelt, "but I'll wager he G.
With the new year holiday past, the southern California and District AtDr. Sen, who is well known
Senator
Boyce, of Seattle, son of the catter
of
La
Follette here. In view didnt make it. Three times
Julius Krause, of Las Vegas
in
within tle
federal grand jury resumed today In- torney John D. Fredericks of Los An America and Europe, after his arrival and Max
of the fact that the senator missed the last few
king of the southwest, would be
Krause of Santa Fe.
weeks he has been mis
the lattei ( shanghai some ten
vestigation of the alleged dynamite geleB county, California
deported from Canada as undesirable
The engagement dinner, attended his train this morning Governor Os quoted. I wrote to him twice
ago, was
days
and
conspiracy. Olaf A. Tveitmoe, Anton two being due to arrive from 'he elected president by tne national as- by friends of the
couple, was a beau born authorized the use of the speech found that he hadn't said what he was persons.
Johannsen and J. E. Munsey, three of coast during the day. The announce sembly of reformers
as
a
statement
of his views.
GovAccording to Boyce, the charge of
representing the tiful affair. The long table was de
quoted as saying. So, you see.
the labor leaders indicted Saturday ment of Ortie E. McManigal's depar provinces of China proper, then in corated in
grand larceny Is one trumped up to
smilax and white carna ernor Osborne added:
can't
discuss
it."
were scheduled to appear in court lv ture from Los Angeles for this city session here by an almost unanimous tions and a
"As between Taft and La Follette
extradite him and ha claims that it
pretty place card of hearts
could never be proved. The authoriarraignment and possibly to enter completes the gathering of the gov vote. His proposed cabinet comprises and cupids marked each place. Mis- I am for Taft."
ARE AGAINST HARMON.
Governor Osborn criticized Senator
pleas, but the latter procedure was ernment's forces in building up Its LI Huen Peng, Huang Sing and Dr. tletoe, being appropriate at this seaColumbus, O., Jan. 2. Fifty demo ties, it la said, contend that Boyce
case against the alleged conspirators. Wu Ting Fang, all of whom are in the
La Follette as having take up "those cvrats
uncertain. Their Attorney, Job
from all parts of the state con persuaded the woman to give him her
son, also formed a part of the decoraMr. Burns declared he would not be front rank of the reform movement.
declared himself reluctant to
tions. Toasts to the happy couple things, which might be termed popu- ferred here today, many of them with Jewelry, value at $20,000, but no trace
lar and that contained the least dan- the avowed
make public his probable action.
surprised if by the end of the week His first official act was to change were
intention of expressing of the jewels could be found and both
given by each of the men presto himself."
a mass of indictments would bo re- the Chinese calendar. He made New
He continued: themselves against the
That the legal counsel to aid
ent and with the fine course dinner ger
candidacy of prisoners, who were guests at a fash"Right here let me say, so that there Governor Judson Harmon for the ionable hotel, refuse to state
in the defense of the labor turned. While Information as to the Year's day the first day of his presi- served by the corps of
what
house
Harvey
can be no misunderstanding about it democratic
became of them.
leaders might be named today in con great majority of the persons against dency, thus marking the commence- employes the affair wbb a most pleas- nomination.
presidential
ment nf :i new era anH mnlrintr tha
that ii Senator Jjl Follette ig nomin
Boyce says after he had been in
nection with the men's arraign nvenl whom the.. Investigation Is alnic! Is
Following the dinner tne. ated for
on
iiuicBe
in
tne
of
nenceiortn
president, which at this mothe
authoriuegiu
already
NEW MERCHANDISE STORE.
jeui
possession
waB a possibility.
dicted by a grand Jury in Texas on
was
It was reported
hall
concleared
and
dancing
ment I hope he will not be, I will
same
as the year begins In most
Alberto Sena and Francisco Lopez, the charge of abduction and
that Clarence S. Darrow and LoComp-t- ties, an army of detectives still wen-a- other day
tinued uiiH' midnight.
The guests give him my earnest and active
lar
countries of the worid.
In tracing the movements and
work
sup who have been employed for several ceny, political pressure wasgrand
Davis, both of whom defended t'.ip
were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green-clay- ,
brixyjlu
and
will
port
Dr.
friends
Sen
request
Yat
my
Sun
of
activities
left
big labor leaders in the
Shanghai in a
years by Stern and Nahm, will soon to bear on the Texas authorities n
McNamara brothers, would take pari
Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrt.
everywhere to support hi mwith earn- open a new
last two years.
special train for Nanking. The trip
in the present case.
general merchandise store procure his return to that statt.
Henrietta
Mr.
Mrs.
Simon
and
Ilfeld,
estness and devotion."
or Bridge street opposite the Plaza Final action in
Asked as to the rewards which were was made without incident except
the case w ill be openMr.
Several witnesses were waiting to
and
Schweitzer
Mr,s.
Bacharach,
Governor
Osborn's statement re- Trust and
efferd in California for the arrest and for the enthusiasm at all the principal of
bank.
Savings
ed
in
Max
vrause
and
Julius
Minneapolis Wednesday, when
California,
appear before the grand jury today. conviction
ferred to suits brought some years
of the persons perpetrating stations.
the wife will be confronted by her
What effect the sudden departure for
Dr. Sun reached the new Chinese Krause, brothers of Miss Rose Krause, ago in Wisconsin by the democratic
CARRIERS
the Los Angeles Times disaster, Mr.
MAY
COMPETE
two children, her mother and her
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bacharach.
administration against previous repubIndianapolis last night of Ortie
Burns
the belief thar bo capital at half past five o'clock in
Washington, Jan. 2. It ,was held tolican
treasurers
confessed accomplice of the would expressed
for interest on state
collect upwards of $30,000. Pnfc the evening and wb greeted with
day by the interstate commerce comYesterday the husband held an In
loud cheering. The route to the govMcNamaras, would have upon the sum, he
deposits which had not been turned mission that where two or
added, however, he intende
more car- terview with
PACKERS
PENALIZED
over
to
butl it la said
the state.
grand jury's investigation here was to divide
ernment house was lined by 10,000
riers are competing for business at she declared Mrs,Snead,
among the many assistants
she
"The
would
not return
is
Senator
that
story
soldiers.
Priletus
The
was
problematical.
whole
town
who helped him run down the
rates between two points they with him. Snead
said he wanted to
Sawyer offered to retain Senator La equal
the warships and merchant
The men annaunced they had reshould be allowed to continue the take his wife
back with him, regard
vessels along the river dressed ship FOR OVERSHIPMENTS Follette as an attorney in the cases.
tained Attorneys Job Harriman and
competition,
despite the long and less of the past The woman claimed
Senator
La
Follette's
a
and
is
was
that
salute
story
fired.
presidential
Davis.'
Harriman sad that
XCompte
short haul provision of the law. The that she was
Incarcerated in an asyhis client wished to go to San Fran SLEEPING MAN STRUCK The government house was reached EACH WAS ALLOWED TO SELL Senator Sawyer tried to bribe him. commission may
change the rates on lum and that Snead did not give her
But
Senator
7 o'clock.
was
at
never
Sawyer
prosecisco to confer with fellow officials
CERTAIN AMOUNT OF GOODS
cuted for bribery or cited for con- complaint of intermediate shipper's,
chance to explain.
After
the oath Dr. Sun deof organized labor before entering
IN SPECIFIED TERRITORY
ON HEAD WITH AN AX livered antaking
of court and nothing was done." if they are found to conflict with any
She says that she wants her chil
tempt
in
address
which
he
promtheir pleas and asked for a ten days'
In conclusion the statement said: other part of the law.
ised to disenthrone the ...lanchus, to
dren but that her love for Boyce is
delay. District Attorney L A.
Chicago, Jan. 2 Forty cents a hun- "I hope Senator La Follette
so great that she Is willing to
to promote trade,
be
may
peace,
A
NARRODRIGUEZ
HAS
JOAQUIN
give
the governrepresenting
and to devote his entire energy to dred pounds was the penalty assessed retained in the United States senate JOHN
them up for him. It is believed by
ROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH;
ment, offered no objection and Judge
BELL,
PIONEER,
members
of
old
the
against
packer"' during his entire lifetime. If he is
the Chinese nation and help the peothe authorities that the two have enASSAILANT AT LARGE
Wellborn set Friday, January 12 as
ple to realize their aspirations. When pool who overshipped their allotment made president his influence will be
counsel in Minneapolis to fight
gaged
the day the three labor leaders must
DIES IN ALBUQUERQUE extradition
into any particular territory and the over in eight years even if he is
from Minnesota. In their
on the head by an ux in the the Manchus had finally abdicated
Struck
court.
in
again appear
amount was distributed among the elected for a second term. If he stays
cells, however, they refuse to conof a comrade as he lay sleeping and peace was restored to the nation
hands
Both Harriman and Davis said it
members discriminated against. T:ie in the senate he will be on the fight- FUNERAL OF FORMER
in the tie camp in the Hot Springs he would, he said, resign his provisRESIDENT verse about their affairs and appear
had not been decided whether the deamounts were paid by check every ing line for a uarter of a century
ional
office.
OF
to be greatly downcast over their
LAS
VEGAS
WAS
HELD
fense would interpose a demurrer. canyon, Joaquin Rodriguee, a laborer
President Sun referred to the rela- week after the meetings at which the yet. I do not believe he can be nomfailure
AFTERNOON
THIS
to stay in Canada.
severe
received
injuries early Sunday tions of
When asked whether Clarence S. DarChina with foreign countries. packers reviewed the shipments of inated for the presidency. I do not
Juan
morning.
Martinez,
Rodriguez's
row would be associated with the de
behave that he can be elected If he is
He expressed on behalf of the new re- the preceding week.
John Bell, one of the old timers and
Takes Wife Across Border.
assailant, made his escape and has
fense, Davis declined to answer.
This information regarding the in- nominated.
public the feeling of thankfulness that
of New Mexico and 'he
pioneers
Man., Jan. 2. J. it.
Winnipeg,
not been arrested although Deputy
"If he is really interested in proThe indictment against the labor
prevailed at the consistent neutrality side working of the old packers' pool
southwest, died Sunday morning at Snead, said to be a wealthy contractSheriff Enrique Sena has scoured ihe of
welin
and
the
the foreign nations. He said that between 1893 and 1896 was given by gressive republicanism
leaders was made i miic immediately
2 o'clock in St. Joseph's hospital fa or of Fort Worth, Texas, and Mrs.
in an effort to locate him. The the
e
after their arraignment. It contained country
feeling which had pre- Henry Veeder when he resumed bis fare of the republican party, I
after a short Illness. Mr Snead ,who, it is alleged, came with
Albuquerque
of the man
that he withdraw as a candidate,
viously existed would not appear in testimony in the trial of ten Chicago
four counts, all relating to a general speedy disappearance
who was a brother-in-laBell,
of A. A. G. Boyce from Texas to Canada,
leads the oilicers to believe that .Mar- - the new China. The constitution
of packers before United States District join me in asking President Taft to Mennet of
alleged conspiracy charging that iliey tinez believes he
Las
In left here today for Minneapolis. Boyce
was
born
Vegas,
killed Rodriguez, the republican cabinet will be anwithdraw, and then permit the party
had conspired to ship explosives from
and Mrs. Snead were being held here
Judge Carpenter today.
In
1845
the
Philadelphia
13oth men are citizens of Mexica ani nounced tomorrow.
year
being
There Is every
"Who represented the packers at to settle upon Albert J. Beveridge or the son of Mr.
Indianapolis and also from
Mrs.
John Bell. as undesirable citizens in Canada.
and
it is thought Martinez has started for
Theodore Roosevelt as a candidate
probability that Li Yuen Heng, the these weekly meetings?"
unknown to the jurors, in vioHe
came
in
west
1870,
stopping at Boyce, the authorities say, will be de
the border.
for president."
republican commander in chief, will
"For Armour and company, E. J.
lation of federal statutes. Attached
ported later.
Rodriguez is in the county
Although Senator La Follette failed K't Carson, Colo., where he was emjail become vice president.
Martin and Arthur Meeker. W. D.
to the indictment was a letter al
in
one
the
of
whole
ployed
to arrive in Lansing today, Governor
pioneer
where he is
treatment at President Sun Yat Sen's cabinet is Miles
DESERTED HIS WIFE.
leged to have been written by E A the hands of receiving
appeared most of the time for Osborn delivered
sale establishments.
For the past
his
to
a
con- substantially
the
as
follows:
His
speech
physician.
Casimiro
the Armour Packing company. For
Lucero, the man whom
Clancy, one of those indicted. It was dition is not
12
or
ten
Bell
Mr.
a
has been
years
crowd assembled to hear the WisconVice president, LlYuen Hang; finserious although he has
said to have been addressed to J. J.
Cudahy and company there was Mi- sin leader.
resident of Albuquerque where he has Sheriff Secundlno Romero brought
a Ions and ugly cut in his scalp. Uo ance minister, Chin Chin Tao; preback from Denver Saturday after
chael Cudahy and Robert Byrne. The
McNamara at Indianapolis and read
been engaged in various lines of busidriguez says Martinez had been act- mier and war minister, Huang Sing; G. H. Hammond
is wanted here on a charge of
noon,
as follows:
company was repreness.
La Follette Makes No Reply.
ing queerly toward him for some time attorney general, Dr. Wu Ting Fang; sented
desertion of his family. He will have
by Jesse P. Lyman and E. A
"Dear Sir and Brother:
While in Albuquerque Mr. Bell has a
Holly, Mich.. Jan. 2. "Senator La
but he knows of no cause for ill feel- foreign minister, Wang Chung Wei;
hearing soon.
Allen. Edward Morris and L. H. Hey-ma- Follette will
"I have been here five days
make no comment on earned the reputation of being an
ing. Martinez made his escape up the marine minister, Captain Wang; chief
for
Morris
and
appeared
company Governor Osborn's statement given honest, energetic and trusted business
here the canyon.
they have started
The officers believe he is of staff. General Hsu.
RANGE SUSPENDS DAILY
and Swift and company was repre- out from
Lansing; why should he?" man and his place in the community
greatest strike any part of the coun- - making his way across the mountains
to a message received
According
sented
A.
Gustavus
F.
F.
Swift and
by
said Secretary Hannan of Senator w.'ll be hard to fill. Mr. Bell, being a
try has had in a long time. All the toward Santa Fe.
here this morning the Raton Dally
They have in
Dowager Contributes.
Fowler."
La
was
Follette's
Vewell known In Las
staff this afternoon pioneer,
shopmen of the Union Iron Works structed the officials in the various
Peking, Jan 2. The empress dowThe witness gave a detailed de- when asked if the senator would give gas and has many friends here who Range, beginning with the first of thia
and Baker Iron Works, Lelewellyn villages along the line to arrest him
will publish only a weekly is- who
is
desirous of carrying out scription of the method used in fig- out a statement.
ager,
mourn his loss. Mr. Mennet went to year,
Iron works are quitting and we aie;upon Blghr.
sun,
the
Deputy Sena tracked a campaign against tie revolution- uring the percentages to be shipped
dally paper being banadonei
It was announced this afternoon Albuquerque Sunday and accompanied
about to start a new local here. TheMartinez as far as Trout
entirely.
Springs. He aries, today advanced about $2,000,000 by each member Into the different tnat Senator Robert M. La Follette the
body to Las Vegas last night on
structural men on the outside arejwag not notified until several hours to Premier Shi Kai for
that purpose. territories.
had decided to go direct from Holly train No. 2. Burial occured this
coming in great numbers, 14 of them had elapsed following the crime.
There are many indications that the
ANOTHER COLD NIGHT.
to Grand Rapids and would not speak afternoon In the Odd Fellows cemefrom one job Is coming up tonight,
The thermometer registered three
northern troops are anxious to reat
WOOL TRADING QUIET
FolSenator
La
today.
Lansing
tery. The funeral services were held
all the machinists, molders, pattern-- j
sume hostilities.
below zero last night New
BEGINS NEW EMPLOYMENT,
Boston, January 2. Trading in do- lette took the wrong train at Saginaw from the chapel of the Las Vegas Un- degrees
makers are
out and they arej A. A. Sena this m0rning began
Mexico has now ensured four weeks
Is more quiet, but oper- todway anil was unable to reach dertaking company at 2 o'clock. Rev.
wool
mestic
of the coldest continued veather eYCf
helping each other fine. The state working for Stern and Nahm, having
ators note a broadening tendency to Owasso in time for h'- - scheduled J. S. Moore officiated. Dr. F. E. OI- recorded here. Tomorrow The Optlo
building trades council have a mail resigned his commission as a terrlOIL GOES UP
the market with values holding very speech at 10:30 a. m.
ney, Harry W. Kelly, John York, Ike will publish a complete
here, A. Johannsen. He used to bfi.rnrinl mounter) nnlWmn-Mr Serm
report of the
Independence, Kan., Jan. 2. The firm. The Inquiry for Texas
12
Davis, O. L .Gregory and William H. weather conditions which
with the woodworkers in Chicago, also made an admirable officer and his res- Prairie Oil and Gas
pre'
company advanc- months is better but the California
Roosevelt Not Communicative.
Mr. San Miguel county
Stapp acted . as pall bearers.
Stewart Reld, of Chicago. Now, Joe, ignation will leave a place that will ed the price of crude oil 3 cents a barduring 1911. The
Is lifeless. Considerable inproduct
New
2.
Colonel
York, Jan.
Bell is survived by a brother, Thomas year was a remarkable on er ma
what we want here is Hockin. The be hard to fill.
rel to 50 cents for all grades.
terest is reported in pulled wool.
Roosevelt today declined to dis-- Bell, who Is a banker in Minneapolis. reasons.

LABOR

IS

PRESIDENT

LEADERS
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INSTALLED IN

TIME

CHINA

MORSE OFFERED BRIBES
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 2. Warden W.
M. Moyer of the federal penitentiary
at Atlanta today made a formal state
V.
ment, declaring that Charles
Morse, the convicted New York banker, had offered him what he construed to be a bribe shortly after
Morse became a prisoner at the institution. He. said he refused it and
so notified Attorney General Wicker- -
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what he carts food in hot
But the minute the
moBter gives him a chance he bites
into a wild duck er a muskellunge. He
is a game politician and he likes
game. On the other hand when Chief
Seyferlich goes to luncheon he is only
allowed to eat ur.t'1 a fire breaks out.
His driver knows' wbfcite he is and
Yet a
goes for him on th Jump.
over Chief
kind Providence-.watche- s
Seyferlich and helps him to assimilate his food. Onlv twice has a down
town Are broke out wjjile he sat at
table. Often the fire buggy meets
li in as he is on his way back.
Despite the fact that he knows any mo- mi nt his luncheon may be snatched
from him by the fire gong, Chief Sey- jferlieh masticates his food. He leaves
it for the clerk to bolt and gobble the
pie. He even pauses for coffee and
a cigar after his repast. Postmaster
I). A. Campbell Is a connisseur though
he eats at 12:30 and usually goes to
the Union League club.
ThuFvfa

r

CAGOANS HAVE
TIME TO
EAT
THEY GO OUT TO LUNCHEON FOR
THE PURPOSE OF TALKING
BUSINESS.

weather.

Jan. I. ''No business for
luncheon," is a new year resolution
with the heads of Chicago business
houses, if appearances may be trusted. Leisure is a theory with them
and every hour must be jammed with
engagements, judging by the first
symptoms. John G. Shedd, head of
the biggest mercantile house in the
world, shows no signs of relenting in
his strenuous routine. His committee meetings at noon are as numerMore Manufacturing.
ous as in 1911, and that means three
Western manufacturers must hustle
or four times each week. For years
he has had from one to three commit- if they get their share of the foreign
tee meetings for luncheon, has formed trade which will be captured for the
the habit and the new year could not United States completion of the Panf
shake it. It is a common thing to ama canal declares an ardent
see him dash from his office at 11 or
deep waterway advocate,
David Kinley, dean of the University
12 or 1 o'clock for luncheon sometimes at the Midday club, the Univer- of Illinois. Otherwise the lack of
sity club, or the Union League. He waterways will throw the business
is not much of an eater hut a glutton into the lap of New England, he says.
for work. You can be pretty sure he Fifty thousand dollars has been raised
isn't going to waste his time on a by the Illinois Manufacturers' associaplace where there isn't a committee tion to charter a big steamer for a
meeting on the menu. He has no voyage of trade conquest in the tropfads. A little consomme, puerhaps, ics, thus giving a practical O. K. to
with a bit of muskellunge or roast Dean Kinley's view. He urged the
beef or capon, anything that happens development of waterways in the Misto be on the bill. A cup of coffee he sissippi valley as a means of promotalso allows himself, but he does not ing commerce with the South Ameri
take a cigar. Mayor Harrison last can nations. "Without encroaching
year went out to eat every time he at all upon the opportunities of the
could elude the throng of citizenary manufacturers of New England and
that camps about his office door and the other eastern states," said Dean
he still keeps the same schedule. He Kinley, "the time has come when the
likes to eat; he does it for fun. states of the Mississippi valley, esWhen Mayor Harrison can elude the pecially in the interest of the developcitizenary he goes out in quest of food ment of our foreign trade, must make
at 1:15 p. m. But if the citizenary strenuous efforts and adopt all proper
clamor at his door he assumes the measures to increase their manufacdisguise of a plain man and a second tures. This necessity is becoming instory worker and shons out the back creasingly Imperative as the time apway before the tripe gets cold. In proaches for the opening of the new
hot weather Mayor Harrison lunches trade route between our country and
on buttermilk, watermelon, and pie. the west coast of South America and
Chicago,

i

Chicago-to-the-gul-

the Orient. With direct water communication between the heart of the
American continent so that vessels
loaded at Havana. La Quaira. Babia.
of Montevidio
Rio, lluenos Ayres
in
could discharge their cargoes
whole or in part well up the Mississippi or Ohio or possibly on the shores
of the Great Lakes, we could not even
guess at the impetus that would be
given to the development of the heart
of our country."
"Defi" Not Answered.
The "defl" to the
Commercial congress, challenging it
to prove that it was not controlled
"by the railroads, the sugar trust and
the robber express companies, ' which
George J. Kindel of Denver issued,
will not be answered by the officers
of railroads entering in Chicago. They
are heartily sick of "sensational declamation," they say, and Mr. Kindel
long has been a thorn In their flesh.
Mr. Kindel, it will be remembered,
spoiled the
harmony of the
Kansas City convejri by his remarks which, however, were much to
the point. "I apprehend that there is
much misconception on the subject
of parcels post.
0)0irwise, there
would be no opposition to it, except
by our robber express companies," n
declared. "As for myself, I took up
parcels post as a final means to conquer discriminate freight and express
rates in this, the
section, and more particularly Colorado.
that In InNotwithstanding
variably secure reduction of railroad
and express rates, I have come to the
conclusion that life is too short and
progress too slow to continue to fight
before our
interstate commerce commission
and its new and worse than useless
appendix, the commerce court. Hence,
I have investigated parcels post with
the result that I firmly believe that
the vital question of transportation
can be best reformed by means of an
efficient general parcels post and a
rural parcels post. The rural parcels post would do more to overcome
our present greatest menace of centralizing the population at city centers than any other one thing. How
to send small shipments
quickly,
cheaply and securely is a thing which
America apparently has been unable
to learn from the enlightened coun
Trans-Mississip-

well-oile-

d

Trans-Mississip-

j cause the city. Port Mann, was creatled in the midst of virgin forest. In
preparation for the Canadian North- em's new line from Ldmonton to
To Save 250,000 Lives.
It was the boldest thing
The lives of 250,000 persons who tidewater.
die annually in the United States yet undertaken by a landscape archi- (roni Mosquito bites will be saved by n? ' and the most dramatic chapter
the work of the' National Drainage in the development of the Canadian
congress which meets in New Orleans northwest. G. Todd of Montreal reApril 10 to 13, according to a letter ceived the commission instead of D.
He found
These H. Burnham of Chicago.
to the Chicago headquarters.
lives alone are of sufficient value to that the site was absolutely primejustify the expense of the entire val, yet he was to plan for great
drainage work, George H. Barstow, wharves, big government buildings,

tries of Europe, Australia, Asia,
rica and South America."
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member of the executive committee
from Texas, declared. The congress,
organized recently in Chicago and
representative of all sections of the
country, has begun work with Edmund T. Perkins of Chicago, president of the American Reclamation
federation, as the first
and executive head. "The question
of greatly enhanced health conditions
in our nation," says Mr. Barstow in
his letter to Mr. Perkins, "is one that
should address itself earnestly to
every thoughtful and patriotic citi
zen. According to Dr. Ayers ot .New
Vork, a specialist on the mosquito,
there are 250,000 deaths every year
in the United States resulting from
mosquito bites. Waat a great and
unnecessary loss of human power and
efficiency- - all of which can be eradicated by draining the swamp lands
which are the breeding places of that
little pest, of which Josh Billings said
'happy little critter, singing as he
toils.' Yes, and he toils and subjugates mankind to an alarming degree,
when the case should be and can be
reversed. There are something like
80,000,000 acres of swamp Jands in the
country, extending all the way from
Maine to the Pacific coast states. The
average cost of reclaiming these
lands will be about $8 per acre. At
present they are of little or no value;
when reclaimed they will be some of
the richest and most productive in the
United States. They will provide room
at reasonable prices to accommodate
an enormous population and greatly
increase the productive power of the
nation."

wholesale districts and manufacturing
distrlcts with model homes for the
employes. According to a report to
the railroad, "imagination was to be
first aid to the builder." From the
point where the steamer landed him
grew giant firs, phalanx after phalanx,
up the hillside and the ground was
cushioned deep with the decayed
leaves of untold centuries. However,
Mr. Todd got busy on the job and the
city is being built according to his
He has not forgotten the
plans.
Whether a few friends stop in, or you
parks and he has planned for a cena whole house full of company, or
invite
tral square around about which shall
whether
you are all alone in the evening,
be grouped the important buildings,
is just the entertainer you need.
the
Victor
custom house, postoffice, the hotels
It brings to you the magnificent voices of the greatest
and banks. From this civic center to
operatic stars, the stirring music of celebrated bands and
the water front a broad thoroughfare
orchestras, the liveliest dance music, solos and duets on
will be laid out on the easy slope
your favorite instrument, beautiful sacred music, the
latest song hits, minstrel shows the best entertainment
which is nowhere more than 8 per
of every kind by the world's best talent.
cent. On the other side of the civic
Why not come in and hear this wonderful musical
center a boulevard extends easterly
instrument ? Find out for yourself what a great entertainer it is. We'll gladly play any Victor music you
up the slope and then swings across
want to hear.
a ravine and becomes an avenue 66
You can get a Victor for as tittle as $10. Other styles from $17.50
feet wide instead of 80. Before the
to $250. Easy terms if desired.
plan of the city had been finished an
eastern capitalist was ready to invest a cool million dollars in Port
To
Mann for the profits he saw in real
estate operations. Three big indusHOSENWALDS
trial concerns which will erect plants
costing over $2,000,000 signed agreements before the streets had been cut
through the timber. One of the first
concrete evidences of a big city will
be a big cold storage plant. Another
evidence in stone and brick will be a
flour mill and elevator big enough to
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
IT IS AGGRAVATING
grind more flour than even the great
BROMO' Quinine
It is both aggravating and painful Take LAXATIVE
gang of workmen could consume in a to suffer from chapped hands anri Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
hundred years."
cracked lips, yet everybody is subject
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigto them during this time ot the year.
IN
14
TO
DAYS
6
PILES CURED
A City in the Woods.
Schaefer's Toilet Cream will prove a nature is on eacu box. 25c.
A job of city building to order thai Your druggist will refund money if
speedy relief and its occasional use
rivals Gary near Chicago because PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any will make your skin impervious to the
ere part of case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or cold. You can
boulevards and parks
buy it at Schaefer's
Read The Optic.
the order also has unique interest be- - Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
pharmacy, opera house corner.

There
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no entertainer

like the Victor

$10.00

$250 Each
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it bealiag is signed at Washington
17 representatives
oi the fniwn
SiatLs, Great. Britain, Kuaaia and
Japan.
July 13. Edward, eldest son of
King George, Is invested as Prince
of Wales at Carnarvon Castle Wales.
July 14, Great Britain and Japan
sign a new treaty of alliance, to last
ten years.
July 21. The Brooklyn Rapid Trau
sit company is awarded the new subway system of New York City, comprising 87 miles of underground and
elevated lines, to cost $235,000,000.
July 22. The United States senate
passes the Candian reciprocity bill,
without amendment.
July 22. The voters of Texas declare against statewide
prohibition
by a majority cf 6,000 out of 4,62,0(tii

October 10. An uprising in
province, China, assumes serious proportions, the revolutionists capturing
the capital, Wn Chang.
Ootober 11. Earl Grey retires as
governor general of Canada.
'
October 13. The Duke of
takes the oath as governor
January 3. In an attempt to arrest preme court holds that under the
general of Canada.
several alleged anarchists In London, Hepburn act the railroads must be
October 14. Yuan Shi Kai, formal
1.600 police and soldiers took
active actually independent $. the coal comcouncillor and commander in
grand
part.
panies.
of the Chinese army and navy,
chief
January 3. The United States sud
congress
April 4. The
who was dismissed several years ago,
preme court dismissed the govern- meets in
special session.
is recalled and appointed viceroy of
ment's Panama canal libel suit
April 4. Ratification of the
Hu Pen and Hu Nan provinces.
against the New York World.
erican
commercial treaty are
October 14. President Taft break
January 7. Reciprocity negotia- exchanged at Tokio.
ground for the Panama-Pacifitions between the United States and
April 5. A surplus of 130,000,000
at San Francisco.
Canada renewed at Washington.
is shown at the close of the Canadian
October 26. The United States govJanuary 8. The electric and tele- fiscal year.
ernment brings suit in the United
phone plant of Santiago, Chile, is deApril 11. The passage of the French
States circuit court at Trenton to disstroyed by fire, the loss amounting senate of a measure abolishing ter- votes.
solve the United States Steel corpoto $2,000,000.
ritorial delimitations for the producJuly 23. Fire devascates two square ration, as a combination in restraint
January 11. The Chinese national tion of champagne leads to serious miles of the Stamboul district of Con- of trade.
riots of the winegrowers In the de- stantinople, destroying more than
October 26. The throne yields to
assembly is dissolved.
5,0C0 houses.
the national assembly of China and
January 14. The state department partment of Marne and elsewhere.
announces that complete agreement
July 25. Continued obstruction to dismisses Sheng Hsuan Hual, the min-tn- e
April 14.. The resignation of David
with Canada over the fisheries ques- Jayne Hill as ambassador to Gerreciprocity bill at Ottawa leads isfer of posts and communications,
to a decision to dissolve parliament
tion has been reached.
many is announced at Washington.
October 29. The Swiss elections
April 15. The $50,000,000 loan to and hold a general election.
(result In the choice of 110 radicals,
January 17. A madman in the
July 2a. The Candian parliament j i I conservatives, ! socialists and 7
French chamber fires two shots at China, participated in by America!-- .
Premier Bfiand, one of thom striking British, French, and German bank- tiisolved and a general election set independents.
for September 21.
is signed at Peking.
M. Mirmam, director of
November 6. The revolution Is' s
public relief. ers,
21.
house
the
The
July il. The Russian minister to from a cabinet at Shang Hai.
Aprfl
passes
January 16. Twenty-fou- r
Japanese
anarchists, one of them a woman, are Canad:an reciprocity bill by a vote of Persia moves to force the resignation i November 7. The Chinese revolu- of the American treasurer
c&ndemned to death for conspiracy to 266 to 89.
general, tionlsts capture FOo Chow.
April 22. The McNamara brothers W, at, Shuster.
kill the crown prince.
November 8. Arthur J. Balfour re- August i. "Postal savings banks arc signs the leadership of the opposition
January 20. The commissioners of and Ortle McManlgal are arretsed,
tlc United States and Canada roach charged with responsibility for the opened in New York, Chicago and ni the British parliament.
a reciprocity1 agreement
dynamiting of the Los Anpeles Times BostonNovember 10.' Andrew Carnegie
.
in October, 1910.
August 3. New arbitration trpstioJ elves J25 (KM nun tn th rontl., in.
building,
Andre
January "0.
Carnegie
April 27. A serious revolutions rv with Great Britain and France, prac corporated Carnegie Corporation
OHtki
an additional gift nf $10,000,000
of
ncaiiy unl'mited in thei scope, are New York, for the purpose of taking
tn Ui eainegie instirure at Wash- - outbreak occurs at Canton, China.
signed at Washington.
April 30. Fire destroys about
over and carrying on his phllanth
Ington.
4.
of the city of Bangor, Me., renis
Apgust
it
from
21.
Berpic work
reported
voters
New
The
of
January
caus- lin that an agreeement
has been
Mexico ratify
November 11. King George
ststto "on dering thousands homeless and
proi-oseind
ing a property loss of more than reached, involving the trading of col- Queen Mary sail from Portsmouth,
?t:"i on.
onial possessions, in the
dispute be- - England, for the Durbar at Delhi,
January 23. Mme. Curie defeated $2,500,000.3.
Ohio
rrance and Germany over Mor India.
members
the
of
Five
May
f- "
membership in the Preach Acndgeneral assembly are indicted on the occo.
12.
November
President Taft
inv of Sciences.
August 8. The United States sen reaches the White House aft"'- - an
of soliciting bribes.
charge
Umuary 2'i. The reciprocity agreeMay 4. The congress of interna ate passes the statehood bill with an absence of 87 days.
ment between the United States and
tional
law, at Madrid, confirms the amendment requiring Arizona to vote
November 16. Mr. Shuster, Persia's
Panada is submitted to the legislative
to use aerial craft In war.
again on the recall of judges.
right
American financial agent, refuses to
bodies of both countries.
August 10. The veto bill, unamend- recede from his position and Russia
May 5. Ratifications of the Anglo-January 30. The house passes the
ex- - ed. Is
are
commercial
treaty
Japanese
accepted by the house of lords, orders troops to Persia.
bill creatine: a nermanent tariff board
Tokio.
a vote of 131 to 114, more than
at
hy
changed
November 15. Switzerland experi
J
Ispa-of
1.
The governor
February
9.
Three thousand women pa-- 300 peers refusing to vote.
ences the worst earthquake
in 50
ban, Persia, and his nephew shot by' May
,
rade in New York City in furtherance
August 17. A general strike Is de- - years.
clared on all British railways
November 16. Duke of Concaught
Fhnmrv 1 An exnlosnon of many of th P.causel of woman -suffrage.
lie
oiiiuwst;
May
August 2S1.
Bowie11
"i e striKins opens tne tweirtn Uanad an narlia.
n1 h1nck
irvn0
nxmnmlto
and British railway employes return to ment.
at the Central Railroad of New Jer-- l c1' is abolished by imperial edict
-"
nuvemoer
tamon
:aceres,
sty freight terrcma. I i!ls 3U worn
substituted.
August 22. The special session o" president of Santo Domingo, ussassin- m- t nid causes enormous damage to bers
May . i ne supreme court oi aus- - tne sixty-seconcongress adjourns j ated.
property.
tria
decides that Archduke John, who sine die.
November 29. The revolutionary
Hor.
3.
' truary
The cen'enary of
August- - "22. "Mona Lisa," leon-irddisappeared 20 years am is dead.
troops enter the city of Nanking.
ace Greeley's birth is rvlebrat'ed
Jr.. da Vinci's famous painting, is stolen' December 1.
Madero,
May 11. Francisco
McNiimn.
The
February 4. The Persian minister
himself provisional presi- from the Louvre.
of finance killed by Armenians in the proclaimB
brothers, on trial in Los Angele3 on
dent of Mexico and appoints a minAugust 24. Manuel de Arrlaga 13 charges growing out of the dynamitstreets of Teheran.
elected
first president of Portugal by ing of the Times building, plead guilistry.
6.
King George formally
February
May 15. A lockout of 40,000 work- the constituent assembly.
ty.
ns the British parliament.
men Is declared at Copenhagen by
August 24. The dock strike at Liv
December 4. The regular session
February 9. The voters of Arizona
the employers' federation, efforts to erpool comes to an end and 68,0"0 of the
conconstitution
by
the
CongrMs
proposed
ratify
men return to work.
settle the difficulty having failed.
venes.
a large majority.
May 21.
Henry M. Berteaux.
August 26. Andre Jaeger-Schmid-t,
December 6. Ten Chicago meat
February 10. It is announced ijn
minister
French
of war, and Premier arriv'ng In Paris, completes a voyage
packers placed on trial on charges
Washington that W. Morgan Shuster Monis are
struck by an aeroplane at around the world in 39 days, 19 hours of violating the criminal
would be appointed treasurer general
provisions
the former is and 43 minutes.
of the Sherman antitrust law.
of Persia to reorganize its finance.
killed and the latter severely injured.
September 1. Serious rioting ocDecember 6. Prince Chun, the reFebruary 11. The granl jury indeMay 21. A treaty of peace is sign- curs throughout France during
in
and father of the Chinese emScioto
gent
vestigating
ed at Juarez between the Mexican monstrations against the high prices
peror, abdicates his place as guardian
county, Ohio, returns indictments
of foodstuffs.
government and the Insurgents.
of the throne.
41
sc.-.'n25.
Porfirio
Diaz
his
May
September 11. Mount Etna Is In
resigns
December 13. George V and his
vote
a
14.
The
by
house,
February
office as president of Mexica
and violent eruption, which makes more consort, Queen Mary,
221 to 92 .passes the Canadian reci- proclaimed em
Francisco Leon de la Barra Is chosen than 20,000 persons homeless.
peror and empress of India at Delhi
procity bill.
September 14. Premier
Stolypln,
December 14. Louis Ferrer elected
Briand cabinet in provisional president.
February 24.
su- of Russia, Is shot and fatally woundMay 29. The United States
succeeded
is
and
by
president of the Swiss confederation
France resigns
preme court decides that the Ameri- ed by a Jewish socialist named Bog
December 19. British parliament
one formed by M. Monis.
can Tobacco company Is a combina- roff during a theatrical performance
senate
25.
United States
adopts the national Insurance bill
Febrary
tion in violation of the Sherman law, at Kiev.
providing for compulsory insurance
ratifies the new treaty of commerce and orders
its dissolution.
September 15. President Taft starts against sickness and
and navigation with Japan.
unemployment
June 2. The first American stock, from his summer home at Beverlv, of the
Taft orders
classes.
March 7. Persident
working
Atchison common, Is quoted on the Mass., on a 13,000-miltrip' through
December 20. Congress ratifies
trops to the Mexican border.
the west.
Paris Bourse.
the president's action in notifying
7.
of
Interior
the
March
Secretary
June 7. A severe earthquake felt
September 21. The general election Russia of the termination
of the
Baliinger resigns and Walter Fisher
Mexico causes the loss of in Canada resulted in the defeat of termination
throughout
of the treaty of 1832.
of Chicago is appointed his successor.
1,200 lives.
the liberals favoring reciprocity with
December 22.
Emillo Estrada
March 13. In a speech in the house
May 12. The sixth congress of the the United States and the election of president of the
republic of Ecuador,
of commons Sir Edward Grey indorsInternational Woman Suffrage alli- a conservative and nationalist
died at Guayaquil.
es President Taft's
ance begins at Stockholm.
by a majority of 37.
arbitration scheme.
June 13. W. Morgan Shuster. the
September 23. M. Kokovtzov, min.March 10. France adopts GreenAmerican financier, is placed in con- ister of finance in the Stolypln cabinELECTION IN PRINCE EDWARD.
wich time.
trol of , ersia's finances.
et, assumes the premiership of Rus
Charlottetown, P. E. I., Jan. 2. On
March 11. The trial of the Camor-r- a
June it. Twenty thousand sea- sia.
eve of the general election in
the
leaders begins at Viterbo, Italy.
men go on strike at London, Liver-pool- ,
September 26. The French battle- Prince Edward Island, which will take
March 13. The United States suand other Brit'sh and North Sea
Liberie Is blown to pieces hy place tomorrow, the leaders on both
preme court upholds the constituion-alit- ports, demanding an Increase In ship
explosings in her magazinees, 235 of sides express confidence in the outof the corporation tax law.
wages.
come, if the political history of the
the crew losing their lives.
March 21. The tercentenary of the
June 17. The $50,000,000 3 per cent
27. First election in province during the last few years
September
the
of
Bible is Panama
authorized version
is any Indication of the future, whichcanal bond issue Is heavily Sweden under universal
suffrage
celebrated throughout England.
ever side wins, the victory is pretty
oversubscribed.
shows great gains by socialists.
March 24. The members of the
to be won by a very narrow
certain
June 19. The first constltutent as29.
Is
War
September
declared by
Mexican cabinet hand their resignamargin. xFor a good many years the
sembly of Portugal is opened.
and
Italy
hostilities
against
Turkey
tions to President Diaz.
electorate has been almost evenly diJune 19. President and Mrs. Taft in Tripoli begin.
March 25. A fire in a shirtwaist celebrate their silver
anni29. The Turkish cabinet vided between the Liberals and the
wedding
September
factory in New York causes the death versary.
Conservatives. The provincial assem
under Hakki Bey resigns.
of 145 persons.
bly had a Liberal majority of two
June 22. King George V and Queen
1. The first eelctlon
October
In
March 28. ,The Spanish cabinet ap- May are crowned at
trans
Westminster Ab- Mexico under the new regime results until the recent
proves the proposed measure regulat- bey.
ferred that majority to the Conserva
in the choice of Francisco
Madero,
ing religious associations.
June 23 The Monis ministry in Jr., leader of the recent revolution. tive side.
March 29. The Japanese
The recent defeat of the Laurier
privy France resigns and J. Caillaux forms as
president.
council ratifies the commen ial treaty a new cabinet
and the downfall of the
government
October 2. President von Hellen
with the United States.
Palmer administration depressed the
June 30. Cardinal Gibbons nolo. of the Finnish
high court of justice, Is
March 31. The New York legisla brates at Baltimore
the fiftieth anni- shot dead hy a shop clerk at Abo, Liberal forces for the time being, ana
a
deadlock
of
ten
after
ture,
weeks, versary of his ordination to the who
proportionately advanced the hopes
Immediately killed himself.
and confidence of the Conservatives.
elects Justice James A. O'Gorman, priesthood and his twenty-fiftannl- 6. The liberal ministry in
October
The latter appear confident that the
democrat, to succeed Chauncey M. versarv as cardinal.
Canada, under Sir Wilfrid Laurier, election will result In a
substantial
Depew, republican in the United
July 3. The British seamen's strike resigns, and Robert L. Borden, the
States.
victory for Premier Mathleson and his
ends with a partial victory of the conservative
the colleagues. On the other
leader, accepts
hand, the
April 1. The Spanis cabinet un- strikers.
premiership.
Liberals under the able leadership of
der Premier Canalejas resigns after July 6. The attorney
October 10. At a special election the Hon. John
a debate upon the Ferrer controver- an action against the general begins in
Richards,
California an amendment to the sloner of
Lehigh
Valley
agriculture, have waged a
sy. Canalejas to form a new cabin- - railroad to separate the business of state
constitution granting the suf- vigorous campaign and
they are not
coal mining from railroading.
to
women is carrirtl by a slight at all Inclined to concede the
frage
victor
Aprfl 3. The United States su- July 7. A treaty abolishing pela- - majority.
to the Conservatives.
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Are you keeping your bowels, liver
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway through these alimentary or draniage organs every few
days with Salts, Cathartic pills, Castor oil or Purgative Waters
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-daCascarets thoroughly cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the
undigested, sour and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of tha
waste
system all the decomposed
matter and poisons in the intestines
and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your druggist. Millions of men and women take
a Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, coated
tongue. Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Cascarets beConstipated .Bowels.
long In every household. Children
just love to take them.
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"EL ARABE" CIGARS
In neat Christmas Boxes, all shapes 12's, 25's or SO's.
Will make the smoker happy. He likes them better than any other

For Sale By All Cigar Dealers

Governor Harmon will visit the Pacific coast this month.
George P. Jones has announced his tion of congressmen and state o (Beers.
nomina- Two weeks later the state convention
candidacy for the democratic
will meet in Montgomery to select
tion for governor of ' North Dakota.
The prohibitionists of Wisconsin delegates to the natloial convention.
Five Smiths will have seats In the
will hold their state convention in
United States senate within a few
Madison on Washington's birthday.
Governor Judson Harmon will open months, in view of the certainty that
Marcus A. Smith, democrat and forhis campaign for the

presidential
nomination in Illinois in East SL
Louis, January 12.
The socialist candidate for president will be named at the national
convention of the party in Oklahoma
City, beginning May 12.
Don M. Dickinson, of Michigan, who
was a fellow member with Judson
Harmon in President Cleveland's cabinet, is opposed to the Ohio governor's candidacy for the presidential
nomination.
The republican state committee .f
Virginia, will meet at Roanoke on January 6 to call the state convention to
select delegates to the national convention to be held in Chicago next
June.
Martin E. Olmsted, who has represented the Eighteenth Pennsylvania
district in congress for 16 years, ha3
announced his intention to retire at
the end of his present term.
The first state convention to choose
delegates to the national convention
will be that of the Florida republic
cans, which will be held February 5.
The convention is expected to instruct its delegation for Taft.
A banquet for Governor Harmon to
be held In Milwaukee on Janup.rv 15
will be one of the largest democratic
functions of recent years, according
to A. A. Allen, who is managing the
Harmon campaign In Wisconsin.
Walter L, Fisher, secretary 01 the
interior, is scheduled as ona
the
leading speakers'at the rally of Yaft
republicans of South Dakota, which
is to be held at Huron on January 5.
The Woodrow Wilson forces of the
democratic party in Michigan have
perfected a campaign 1 iganiation
with a view to landing ..he ttate
for the nomination of he New
Jersey governor Tor president.
Democratic primaries "Mil be heir?
in Alabama on April t Cor the numiiia- de'e-gatio- n
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TAILOR FOR MEN

Politics and

-

vote-sellin- g

CHAS. LEWIS

Headache,
Biliousness,
Upset
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated Bowels by morning.

Con-naug-

i.--

-

YOU OUT

CHILDREN

8AVED

children are saved inconvenience and their parents are saved
unnecessary expense if school sup
plies are purchased from M. M.
Thompson on Sixth street The line
of tablets, pencils and other supplies
Is complete. The next time your chilmer delegate from Arizona, will be dren need articles to be used at
one of the new members. At the school send them to
Thompson's.
present time there are four Smiths
in the senate John Walker Smith of
A NEW LOCATION
Maryland, William Alden Smith of
The Wallis millinery has moved into
Michigan, Hoke Smith of Georgia and its new location on the east side of
Ellison D. Smith o- - South Carolina.
Sixth street near the San Miguel NaRepresentative Oscar W. Under- tional
bank, and soon will be ready
wood of Alabama, according to present indications, will have the delega to handle its business in the hand
somest and most conveniently aption of his own state in support of
his nomination for president in the pointed room in Las Vegas. Customdemocratic national convention. The ers are invited to call and examine
significance of this to certain politi- the stock of seasonable and pretty
cians is that it's the first state on roll head ware.
call and it is reckoned that the naTO PROBE ELECTION FRAUDS.
tional convention thus starting off on
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 2. Pursuant to
the roll call with Underwood will be
the call of Governor Dix an extrao'r-- '
a scene of enthusiasm.
dinary term of the supreme court,
with a grand jury, convened here to
CAMPAIGN IN ARKANSAS.
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 2. Follow- day to consider "the evidence relating a truce extending over the holi- - ing to the alleged commission of
davs' tne senatorial and gubernatorial crime m Albany county, particularly
in reference to crimes against
the
campaigns in Arkansas reopened toelective
franchise
and
matters
with
renewed activity on all
day
sides. Tons of literature bearing upon brought out by the senate investigathe liquor issue are being distributed tion into affairs of the city and counfrom the headquarters of Governor ty of Albany." Supreme Court Justice
Donoghey, who is a candidate for a John W. Goff of New York ins presidthird term. Similar activity is dis- ing over the special term of the court.
played in the camp of Congressman Justice Goff was counsel to the
Lexow committee, which invesJoe T. Robinson, who is Governor
conditions in New York and
tigated
Donoghey's opposition for the nomination. Equaling tha gubernatorial con- was associated with Mayor Gaynor in
test in public interest and surpassing the prosecution of the alleged election
it in bitterness is the senatorial fight frauds in Kings county several years
between Senator Jeff DaviJ and for- ago.
mer Congressman Brundidge.
THE DEEP SEA
Izuml crabs are caught in the deep
sea of Japan, where the water is pure
THAT HUNGRY FEELING
If you enjoy real old fashioned and cold. Izuml crab meat denotes
home cooking, food that is clean and par excellent quality, equal to the
well prepared and nicely served, try fresh crab or lobster, excellent for
our 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent salads. A delicious chafing dish deliThe Montezuma 'Restaurant, 604 Lin- cacy. Canned in Japan. Try this.
coln avenue.
Only at Steam's Grocery.

You a

School

Womanj

Cardui

i
(The Woman's Tonic t
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advocate of the federal civil e'rvU,
and he has onntlsteotjy carrlado.uj
thla lk lr'aD deparrraents.yhere j
ESTABLISHED 117. ,j
an employe of tl government t has
BY
PUBLISHED
proven capable he hag been retained
In his position regardless of bla poliTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
tics. The president has pu' the c in(Incorporated)
sular service on a. civil service basis
EDITOR Land has made It an attractive career
M. M. PADGETT
for American young men. Th president has negotiated vaaloas peace
treatle8 looking toward world peaco.
ure a reciprocity treaty
He trie4 to
Entered at tne Postrfnca
waicn
wouia uvc ipm
Wlin
tanaas
n
traasmis-alofor
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
ed an enlarged market for American
through the United States Malls
goods. Mr. Taft has been an earnest!
as second class matter.
advocate of employers' liability legis-lat'oand he; would reorganise the
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
TERMS
rules of practice In order to expedite
DAILY, BY CARRIER:
courts.
$ .05 Justice in the
Per Copy
What is real "progressiveness" if it
16
One Week
65 is not the kind that President Taft
One Mcnth
On Year
f80 stands for? The initiative, referen
dum and recall are purely socialistic;
DAILY BY MAIL:
rperuneiital aud danger
One Year
$6.00 measures,
They are not soundly "progresBis Months
3.00 ous.
sive" at all. Better a scientific revision of the tariff such as the presi
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
dent has provided tor than a continuGROWER,
One Year
tariff tinker$2.00 ation of the iniquitous
Six Montha
1.00 ing to which politicians have given
The
their attention for decades.
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- president has taken advanced ground
Gn many great questions, but he has
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money done so In such a quiet and businessorder. If sent otherwise we will not like way that the country scarcely
be responsible for loss.
realizes the sum of his services. One
Specimen copies free on application. of the original civil service papers
the recommendations
"If
says:
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT which President Taft now
makes
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
were carried out, we should have an
PAID FOR.
extension of the civil service reform
going beyond the fondest dreams of
Advertisers are guaranteed the the earliest advocates of that cause
largest dally and weekly circulation in this country."
of any newspaper In Northwestern
The thoughtful citizen should first
New Mexico.
ask himself the question: "What is
Then he
real progresslveness?"
TUESDAY JANUARY 2, 1912.
should compare what President Taft
has actually done with the fanatical
TAFT AS A "PKOGUESSIVE' theories of men like Bryan, La
and other "reformers" who have
Ask the average "progressive" poli- never
actually aceompl'shed a thing
tician what he understands by a "pro- except in the way of reckless agitagressive" political program and In all tion and obstruction of true progress
likelihood he will say that he beo
lieves in the Initiative and referen
WHY IS IT
dum, the recall and the direct elecThat the Eporium is known as the
tion of senators. He may also add
headquarters for the finest and best
something vague about tariff reform in millinery? Ask any woman in Las
and "curbing the trusts," but when
She will tell you that it is
Vegas.
he enters this Held of political discovbecause one can always find there the
ery he is not sure of himself.
latest in millinery creations; the kind
The
follower of La Pol-- being worn by the women tn the
tte will not admit that there can be fashion centers of the world.
brantf of "progresslveness' within the republican party that has not
THERE'S NO EXCU8E
'ceil exploited by the "insurgents."
on a poor bed. For a
For
sleeping
But the citizen with an absolutely fair
reasonable investment you can
miind ought to oxamine the situation very
your sleeping hours as well as
for himself and then pass judgment. enjoy
a millionaire. We are selling the
Is not President Taft, after all, the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
real "progressive?" In other words, before. We have
many styles In the
has he not espoused the kind of prog- bright and satin finish, fine matress that brings results?
0.
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
In all of his messages Mr. Taft has Johnsen & Son
sought to do things. It was under his
administration that the first serious
THE TALE OF A SHIRT
offort to enforce the Sherman antiIt is likely to be a sad one if you
trust law was made, and today the do not pick out a good laundry. The
department of justice can point to a work of the Las Vegas Steam Launlist of victims which includes such dry is a guarantee that your linen
big game as the Standard Oil company will not come back ragged and faded
the tobacco trust, the steel trust, the with the likelihood of disappointment
sugar trust and probably the big when you are dressing in a hurry for
packing companies. Could any real some social function.
"progressive" do more than has been
done along this line? There Is todav
UNRECOGNIZABLE
Your friends will never recoenlze
firmly established In this country a
system of postal savings banks. This you at the masquerade ball on New
was achieved under the Taft adminis- Year's night if you wear one of the
tration. For the first time the postal masks on display at Bally's. Comic,
department of the government has character and domino masks. There
shown a balance to its credit Is this is a big stock to select from. Prizes
not true "progresslveness?"
are ridiculously cheap.
Tonight is
President Taft has been a sincere the time to buy.
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TO MY

HAPPY NEW YEAR

AND
Thank you for the business you
have favored me with during the
past and Solicit the continuance
of our pleasant relations, but to
continue business under the EXISTING CONDITIONS is not fair
to my customers to myself.
I

have DECIDED to revise my

business and

mode of doing

HEREAFTER will makethe lowest cash price to those who wish
to pay cash, to those who desire
Credit it can be had ONLY on
approved security.

Fol-lett- e

hide-boun- d

PATRONS

WISH YOU

I
A

MM

THINK THIS OVER.
This Offer Should Gain the Confidence
of the Mom skeptical
We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if ou rremedy fails
to completely relieve you of constipation. We take all the risk. You are
not obligated to us in any way whatever, if you accept onr offer. That's
a mighty broad statement, but we
mean every word of it Could anything be more fair for you?
A most scientific, common-sens(treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. Their active
principle is a recent scientific dis
covery that is odorless, colorless, and
tasteless: very pronounced, gentle,
and pleasant in action, and particularly agreeable in every way. This Ingredient does not cause driarrhoea,
nausea, flatulence, griping, or other
inconvenience. Rexall Orderlies are
particularly good for children, aged
and delicate persons.
If you suffer from chronic or habit
ual constipation, or the associate or
dependent chronic ailments, we urge
you to try Rexall Orderlies at our
risk. Remember, you can obtain them
in East Las Vegas only at our store.
12 tablets, 10 cents; 36 tablets, 25
cents; 80 tablets, 50 cents. Sold only
at our store The Rexall Store. E. G.

line of
Electric Domes.

Library Lft.mps,

Desk Lamps,

and

e

ROBER--

T

Stand Lamps,

J. TAUPERT.
BPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

$1,050

DOOR
FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR

Murphey.

IT 18 A GOOD SIGN
When you see a merchant's store
windows well lighted every evening It
is a good sign that he Is progressive
and that he Is (prospering.
Many
merchants .are lighting their display
windows on the Las Vegas Llgl't and
Power company's circuit. Prices are
so reasonable that you cannot afford
to let your windows go unlighted.
MORE THAN

OVERLAND MODEL

59T

our demonstrator
Telephone or call and we will have
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

ENOUGH

&

Machine Shop

D. M. C.

Embroidery Floss, to enWm.Whalen.Prop,.
Phone Main 344
tirely finish the needlewortt of packof
ages
Royal Society, Artamo and
Richardson packages of articles to be
embroidered. Needles of the proper
children
slippers for men, women and
AFTER THOUGHT
sort, are included in each package.
discount
a
at
on
sale
now
are
which
Buy all your D. M. C. for crochet work
Delayed presents are better aprpo-ciateCash only. Hedg-cocat headquarters, at the 5, 10 and 25
if of a useful kind. We have of 20 per cent.
avenue.
614
Douglas
Tent Store.
a great many kinds of comfortable
d

.sum us

Capital Paid in

All Statements rendered on the
1st of each month must be

1

We offer for your inspection a nice

$100,000.00

MHMHIVTvrffl
1

Settled on or before the 10th; all

"s3 l.

CHNNINO.HAM. President
V,
FRVNk SPKINOnw, VKe Presides

J

Statements rendered on the 15th
of each month.

Htt-re-

T. HOSKINS.

Chler

LAS
st

Paid on Time Deposits

MUST BE SETTLED BY THE 2DTH
A SMALL BEGINNING

C

a

is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings

great achievements have arisen.

BOUCHER

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other,
op-tuni- ty

THE COfFEE
1

1

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

ii

Great PreInventory Sale At

BACHARACH'S
Be Reduced
Stocks riust

SUITS AMD DRESSES A T MORE THAN
1- -2

OFF

7
LA

VEGAS DAILY
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Miss May Robinson passed through
on
Vegas yesterday aiternoon
train No. 1 on her way from Raton to
her home In San Marcial.

JANUARY

4,

nvE

1912.

tt

w

If

1Mb

The

PERSONALS
Prescrlptloplst

Phone Main

Mra. H. C. Ilfeld.
W. T. Doolln of Watroua was in

Vegas yesterday and today visiting friends and on business.
J. B. Washburn came In yesterday
from his ranch at Wagon Mound and
was in La Vegas toda on business
W. G. Osle. the real estate mnn
left yesterday for Raton on business.
He expects to return Saturday
a

CO.

H

1

J. S. C'andelario, a corio man from
Santa Fe, was in Las Vegas today on
business.
Mrs. Liebstadter, of Kansas City is
in Las Vegas visiting her daughter,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
'
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

--

Miss Edna Gerard, after spending
the holidays with her family on their
farm on the mesa, returned to Las
Vegas Sunday.
Misa Nora Trahey. who has been
in Las Vegas during the holidays vis
Iting her family, left yesterday for
Santa Rosa, where she Is teaching
school.

Like Magic
K C Caking Powder works
like magic. Recipes formerly
considered difficult to bake
now come out of the oven
light, dainty and delicious. It fairly makes
you hungry to look at

Vicente Montoya returned this af
ternoon from Santa Fe after spending
New Year! day with his brother, R
Montoya, in the Ancient City.
Ted Hayward. after spending a
week in Lag Vegas, left this morning
for the convict road camp In the
Galllnas canyon where he is in charge
of the commissary department.
Charles E. Michael left yesterday
afternoon for his headquarters In Dallas, Tex. Mr. Michael hag been spend
ing the Christmas holidays in I ah
Vegas with Mrs. Michael and his
daughter, Carolyn.
Miss Ruth Sohlott, after spending
the holidays In Las Vegas with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Schlott,
left yesterday afternoon for Colorado
Springs to continue her studies In
Colorado College.
Miss Nellie Batchelor, who has been
in Las Vegas during the holidays visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
L. Batchelor, left this afternoon for
Emporia, Kan., where she attending
the Emporia Normal school.
Wilson W. Mills, who has been in
Santa Fe during the holidays visiting
his parents,. Governor and Mrs. W. J.
Mills, passed through I.as Vegas Sun
day on his way to Ann Arbor, Mich.,
where he is atrend'ng the University
of Michigan, stopping off here be
tween trains to see some friends.
Jerry Fielding, who is in charge of
the commissary department of the
convict camp at Villanueva, after being in Ias Vegas two days, returned
to camp this
Mr.
afternoon.
in charge
of
the
Fielding was
music at the firemen's mask ball
last night at the opera house.

TO

We Shall Make no Deviation And Sell for Cash Only.

not be justified in sending your money away for Groceries or other goods, but
935B29HE
spend the money at home where it belongs.
You wiil

VJ"

3

ISt,

2nd,
3rd.
4th.

5th.
6th.
7th.

-

v
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Have Taken our Time to Select These
From an Inrrense Line of

Samples. This Saves your Time and Patience.
We Have Chosen Garments Which will give
the best Service and Satisfaction. Underwear
of more than Ordinary Value which will Save
you Money.

DRAWERS, SKIRTS, GOWNS,
CORSET COVERS.
&nd
CONBINATION SUITS.

value
value
50c value
75c value
1.15 value
1.25 value
1.50 value
1.75 value
2.25 value
25c
35c

Qth.
10th.

WHISTLES

LA Yv,,

JANUARY SPECIAL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

WE Garments

8th.

CAME

nh.

at 19c
at 25c
at 39c
at 49c
at 79c
at 89c
at 98c
at 1.29
at 1.69

HOFFMAN and GRAUBARTH
PHONE MAIN 104

WHEN

1912

BROKE
TOLD

1911

"HJOVE ALONG."

LOOSE
TO
,

With the tooting of whistles, ringing of bells, shooting and shouting
the year of 1911 passed out and 1912
was ushered in. at midnight Sunday to
reign for 366 days. Owing to the fact
that the day preceding January 1 was
Sunday the closing law of the state
held check on the revelers until the
first whistle in the yards announcing
the new year sounded, but then the
city was awake and a good start for
1912 was made. The whistles were
the first to announce the new year
and were blowing long after others
had run out of juice. However, they
were not the only ones blowing In
welcome to the baby year, for It
might be said that everything with a
whistle was making some kind of a
noise. The clamor started on the
Striking of midnight and lasted over
a quarter of an hour.
Watch parties in Las Vegas were
numerous. There were many social
affairs and the big union church meeting at the Methodist chjRrch drew
a crowd. At this meeting the congregations of many of the churches were
gathered to greet the aew year as
it entered upon Its straight and narrow path. A fine musical program
was given by (local talent and a number of prominent church men addressed the gathering. Church goers
Sunday li3tened to sermons appropriate to the day preceding the new
year, which impressed upon the congregations the importance of making
and keeping good resolutions for 1912
and gave thanks for the health and
prosperity of the community for the
past year. In several of the churches
rendered
the musical programs
Christmas day were repeated Sunday.
Yesterday, New Year's day, was observed In the Catholic churches as the
feast of the circumcision and special
services were held in both the East
and West side .churches.
Family gajaering? were many yesterday and until the evening the day
was a quiet one. However, in the
evening the mask ball at the Duncan
opera house, given by the fire department of East Las Vegas, livened
things up and gave the new year a
goou send off.
The first day in 1912 was a beautiful one with bright sunshine, cold, dry
bracing air, and according to the
weather prophets, fine weather will be
the rule for the greater part of the
new year.
New Year's resolutions it is said
were many and the water wagon will
b crowded at the start. How long
it will be filled to its capacity is another question for the man who keeps
a new year's resolution is an almost
unknown quantity.

I

Sears-Roebuc-

FOR

PANDEMONIUM

w

k
The reasons.
& Co. Montgomery Ward & Co. and hundreds, of other Mail
Order Houses, can and do under sell your local merchants are,

WITH BLARE OF
f.'M
via i

s

Our reasonforsodoingisin order to compete with the mail order houses who get thousands
of dollars from our city and the surrounding country each month.
."Si
I
If we sell for cash only, we can sell
just as cheaply and give you better, service and satis
faction than the largest of the Hail Order Houses.

Fridenstine.

i

PATRONS

Beginning Feb. ist. 1912, we shall inaugurate a cash system, and do away entirely with
extending credit to any one.

them.

BAKING
POWDER
Is the housewife's
best friend, lightening her burdens as
well as the food.
Wherever K C is used
you will find healthy,
happy families and a con
tented housewife. Complies with all pure food laws,
ljoth State and National.
Jacues Mfg. Co., Chicago

AND

Le

All kinds of furniture rapaired. Bed
steads gilded and enameled at the Variety Shop, 703 Douglas avenue. J. D.

NEW YEAR

FRIENDS

OUR

I

1 12th

They have no loss for failure to collect.
They have no loss for failure to charge.
They receive the money for the goods in advance of furnishing the same,
They sell to you in larger quantities than you buy from your local merchant.)
They have less broken packages.
They sell more in original packages, and have less shrinkage.
They don't have to make good every little article like your local Grocer does:
When you buy a single can of Corn or Tomatoes from your local grocery, and it is
w
not up to the standard, you phone him and he immeadiately replaces it with an
other: but when you buy a case of Corn or Tomatoes from the Mailorder Houses
and you find two or more bad cans, rather than go to the jtrouble to correspond,
you stand the loss your self- jjjQ
It costs just as much to deliver a small parcel as a large case, and your orders to
the Mail Order Houses are generally larger than those in which you favor your
local merchant.
They save on bookeeping expense.

i

I
S
it.

They save on collections.
They save paying interest, and instead get the free use of money by reason of your
paying in advance, and discount their bills with your money.

Theyjdon't deviate from their system.,
Under our new system, when you purchase from us, we will sell just as low as the
Mail Order Houses, and in addition furnish better service and better goods.
on a strictly cash basis, we can and will sell you goods at a saving of from 10 to 20 per
cent or more, making it average to you at least
3
percent, meaning a saving of enough to pay for
a two months grocery bill in a year.
By selling

16-2--

IS

IT

WORTH

be
I

WHILE?

y Smiling Strictly For Cash, It Saves Expanse of Extra

Book-keepi- ng

It saves the cost of collecting.
It does away with the loss of bad accounts.
It does away with the failure to charge-I- t

does away with errors and
We expect to and can, do twice the business on the same
capital and at less expense.
It will enable us to discount our bills, and take every advantage of the
market, buy in larger quantities, buy for less and sell for less.
Those who do purchase from us for cash, will not have to
pay extra to equalize
those who buy on credit.

thextra

cost for

You can reduce the cost of living and live better, you will not have to stint
yourself or ask any favors.
Try it when we adopt the system Feb. 1st, and we feel sure that yon will not go back
again to the old
of
on
credit.
buying
system

Pay Gash And Pay Less And Be Independent
There have been in the past several who have tried the spot cash
system, but they made the mistake
of "making exception", hence their failure. We shall profit by the
experience of our predecessors
andwill not repeat their fatal mistakes, so we shall make no exceptions and will treat
every one alike
Trusting that this will meet with your approval and hearty
and assuring you it will resul
to our mutual benefit,
I am.
Very respectfully yon

IKE DA VIS
f

mx
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CONSERVE

Practice

WATER

Dry Farming
There Is Plenty Rain.

When

Application of Humid Methods in Semi- Arid Conditions Means Repeated
Crop Failures Lessening Prof,
its to Farmers.
The ques tion Is sometimes raised:
"Shall
niactlce dry farmlug when
there Is pl nty of rain?" Most assured-llyWTites J. H. Worst of the North
Dal. 'M Ak cultural college In the tt'al
lace's Farmer. The time to ronserve
moisture is when there Is moisture to
conserve A farmer remarked 10 me
the other day: "I have got the moisture on my farm down to a depth of
more than three feet already." That
farmer's Idea Is exactly right. He Is
conserving moisture., now for next
year's crop, while his neighbors are allowing the moisture that has recently
fallen In abundance to go Its usual
(way, according to the laws of chance.
Next spring his neighbors will plant
their wheat and other small grain and
depend upon the clouds to furnish
moisture as the grain may need It.
"This famer will get Just as much rain
from the clouds as they, and will, In
'addition, have a large quantity of water stored up in the subsoil to nourish
the crop should a dry spell occur during the growing season. And that dry
spell Is very apt to come. I will venture that this particular farmer will
have a big crop next year, whether his
neighbors do or not. If they get a
big crop, he will get a bigger crop.
It has been fully demonstrated that
a considerable portion of the rainfall
of any one year can be conserved and
carried over in the soil for the benefit
of the next year's crop. Where the
average rainfall is eighteen inches, it
should be an easy matter to carry four
or five inches of autumn rain water
over the winter for next season's crop.
Four Inches of water represents approximately 450 tons of moisture per
acre a sufficient quantity to nourish
the growing crop during weeks of protracted drought.
As long ns we apply humid methods
to semi-arii- i
conditions, we may expect
repeated crop failures, or partial fail
ures that will materially lessen the
profits which farmers should realize
from their business.
It requires approximately seven dollars per acre to grow a crop. This includes Interest on Investment, cost of
seed, wear and tear of farm machinery, labor, etc. fiy adding one ad-- ,
Uonal dollar's worth of labor to each
e, there is little question but that
t he
average profits would be doubled,
la other words, as much profit should
be realized from the one additional
dollar's worth of labor as 1b now realty d from the seven dollar's worth of
it avoidable
labor and Investment.
Consequently, if farmers would devote
of their land to the growing
ii
ol corn and alfalfa, neither of which
interferes with th time and labor employed in farming wheat, and put
more labor, thus made available,
on only
as many acres of
wheat, they would grow more wheat
than where they spread their energies
d
over the
larger area. The
corn and alfalfa fed to live stock would
Insure them a large additional Income,
and one that is not often adversely
by climatic conditions, while
the fertility deposited upon the farm
resulting from feeding the corn and
alfalfa to live stock would vastly improve the productiveness of the soil.
Corn and alfalfa usually can be attended to when the wheat needs no
care, thus distributing the labor more
equitably throughout the season.
is
Another thing,
generally bad business, for the reason
that all cannot thresh at once when
the grain is ready for the machine;
consequently, all who cannot thresh
early stand a good chance of having
their grain injured in the shock and
also are hindered from plowing until
their grain is threshed. Fully half the
farmers are thus hindered from plowing early, many of them being compelled to postpone plowing operations
until the following spring. Better to
stack the grain as soon as fit and start
the plow.
Flow deep, and follow the plow with
a drag. The drag will conserve more
,

A STRIKE EXPECTED
moisture man will get into the sou
No woman or girl in Las Vegas can
from melting snows. Besides, water
thus conserved is where it is needed glanoe at the hats on display in the
Instead of on the surface, where It millinery store ef Mrs. Frank S trass
will speedily evaporate.
on Douglas avenue without seeing
that strikes her fancy.
something
The Sanitary Hog Wallow.
Mrs. Strass and her trimmers are alfeeda
The
hog yard has
ways in the lead with the latest
ing floor, the advantages of which
are many. Such hog yard should have styles.
a sanitary wallow. Here are the directions for building:
IN NEW YORK CITY
One of cement may be made by digTon will find Hotel Cumberland, at
10
15
Inches
and
hole
a
deep
ging
street,
feet square. In the bottom pack 6 qnoadway and Fifty fourth
Inches of coarse gravel or cinders' near Central Park, an Ideal location,
and on this lay 3 Inches of coarse In the retail shopping and tbeatei
concrete. Smooth off the surface and district, with the subway, elevated
raise the Bides 6 Inches higher.
and surface cars at hand. A handThis makes a shallow basin, which
a
will make
wallow, some, modern, beautifully furnished
good sanitary
and a barrel of water a day will be hotel with one of the best restauto keep it going. If you rants in the city, but moderate in
sufficient
have running water which can be prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
piped Into the' basin, so much the day up. Send for booklet. Harry P.
better.
Stimson, manager.
Overfeeding at the Start.
Care should be taken not to over- IMPORTERS' AUTOMOBILE SALON
New York, Jan.
Seventeen diffeed the hogs wher first starting the
fattening. If put up In a pen or dry ferent makes of foreign built automolot, there is all the more reason for biles were displayed in the grand ball
starting with a small feed of grain room of the Hotel Astor today at the
and gradually Increasing It, taking
opening of the annual Importers' Aua week or ten days to get up a full
tomobile Salon.
Practically every
If possible, give some green
feed.
well known foreign car which has
feed while the hogs are on a full raachieved distinction either here or
tion of grain.
abroad is included in the exhibits.
As the name implies, the exhibition is
Fitness.
room affair, and
"Do you think Mrs. Garish's fine strictly a drawing
show. Commercial
not
industrial
an
to
looks
natural
and
proper
plumage
vehicles are excluded and a leading
her style?" 6aid the envious woman.
"Entirely so," replied the woman feature Is the magnificent bodies,
who is sarcastic. When she puts on mounted on the various cars, which
one of those elegant ostrich feath- exemplify the latest productions of
ers she looks like the original os- the famous coach builders of Europe
trich."
and America.

Raising Cattle.
Estray Advertisement
When a farmer raises cattle and
Notice is hereby given to whom it
feeds them alongside of a neighbor
may concern that the following deunder the same general conditions
and gets from one to two cents more scribed estray animal was taken up by
for his product It is pretty safe to J. W. Collier, Estancla, K. M., Nov.
say that the other fellow does not 22, 1911.
know how to feed right.
One small white cow five
years old.
MILLINERY FIRST
Branded
On left ribs
To-wl- t:

Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of :h
owner when lound.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAFD.
Albuquerque. N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.

T7

one-thir- d

two-thir-

one-thir-

OPTIC,

j

To-wl- t:

years,

mm

633

Said animal being unknown to this
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date' being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque," N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
R. W. Brown, Portales, N. M.
To-wi- t:

Oh, dear! What shall I do
to make the auto go faster?
Harold Try to Stop it!

One cow.

Branded
On left neck
Branded
On left ribt

yft
F M

Said animal being unknown tc this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6,,1912.

Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Hats

etc

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M Dec.
16, 1911.

One bay mare, 10 or 12
years, 925 lbs., 15 hands.

RETAIL PRICES
2400 lbs. or Mere, Each Delivery
lyOOO I be. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
800 lbs. te 1,000 Iba, Eaoi Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 Iba, Each Delivery
Lose Than 60 Iba, Each Delivery

,

To-wi- t:

20e per 108 lbs.
26e per 1M lbs.
Mo per 100 lbs.
40o per 100 lbs.
Sec par 100 Iba

AG'UA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

T5he

19, 1911.

One red

To-wi- t:

6

years.

pottled face

Bar mark

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N. si.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
19, 1911.

Ono red white face cow,

To-wl- t:

years old.
Branded

q

3

mgm
On right, shoulder
O
SpIq an.mai being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

WANT

IQ

COLUMN

for

Rent

Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of th?
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.

XY

tiea cross

B.

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. &
comA. M. Regular

Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B
Bo wen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Minerva A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
Main 231. 721 Fourth street.

Meets second anal
fourth Tuesday evening of eaah
Visltlnn
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
P. O. ELKS

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoas
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
&

NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
PYTHIAS
Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
Las Vegas,
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.

Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
Chas.

E.

Llebsoh-nle-

Cha n c e

Constipation is the cause of many
Branded
ailments and disorders that make life
On left ribs
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, keep your
Ear mark
bowels regular and you will avoid
these diseases. For sale by all drugSaid animal being unknown to this
gists.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
When given as soon as the croupy
days after last appearance of this ad cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
an ait....!.- ui
..... wnrH
....... nff
yj,,
vertisement, said estray will be sold Remedvy will
and prevent all danger
croup
and
this
Board
by
for the benefit of the
i uuiieiy.
inousanas or
owner when found
mothers use it successfully. For sale
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by all druggists.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Do no allow your kidney and blad1st. PUb. Dec. 26. last nnh Tun fi 1Q1!
der trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They give quick results
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it and stop irregularities with surprisO. G. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
may concern that the following de- Red Cross Drug Co.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. R. Marsh, Estancla, N. M Dec. 13 Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a reliable family medicine. Give
19x1.
It to your children, and take it yourt:
One bay horse, 1
years self when you feel a cold
on.
old, 400 lbs., 13 hands.
It checks and cures coughscoming
and colds
Branded
and croup and prevents bronchitis
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
On right shoulder
A
Red Cross Drug Co.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Foley Kidney Pills
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 always give satisfaction because
they
days after last appearance of this ad always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
Bremen,
"I
Ga.,
says:
have
used
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Foley Kidney Pills with great
by this Board for the benefit of the
unfl found more relief from
owner when found.
their ueo than from any other kidCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ney medicine, and' I've tried almost
all kinds. I can cheerfully recomAlbuquerque, N. SI.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. mend them to all sufferers for kidney
and bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
The Danger of La Grippe
may concern that the following de- Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
scribed estray animal was taken up by To cure your la grippe coughs take
Wm. K. Jones, Seven Lakes, N. M., Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R.
E. Fisher, Washington, Kan.,
Nov. 27, 1911.
'I was troubled with a severe says:
attack
One red yearling
steer, of la grippe that threatened penumonia. A friend avised Foley's Honey
400 lbs.
and Tar Compound and I got relief
Branded
after taking the first few doses.
I took
On left ribs
three bottles and my la grippe was
cured." Get the genuine, in the yelEar mark
low package.
O. G. Schaefer and
Said animal being unknown to this Red Cross Drug Co.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 Foley's Honey In and Tar Compound
"Cures
Every Case"
days after last appearance of this adMr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
vertisement, said estray will be sold Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recommends
Foley's Honey and Tar Comby this Board for the benefit of thf
pound, because It cures in every case.
owner when found.
"I have used it myself and I have
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
recommended it to many others who
have since told me of its great curaAlbuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan 6,1912 tive power in disease of the throat
and lungs." For all coughs and colds
it is speedily effective. O. G. SchaeRead The Optic.
fer and Red Cross
Co.
-

HUNKER

o

r,

New Mexico.

PHYSICIANSj
H. W. HOUF,

D. O., M. D.

r

Physician and Surgeon
Commander. Harry
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Martin, Keeper of make a specialty of eye, ear, nose autf
Records and Seal.
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
FRATERNAL
Grand Avenue.
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EA8T BOUND
Arrive
Depart
. E. ROSENWALD
9:15 p. m
9:10 p. m
LODGE NO. 545, No. 2
ft X). of B
B. Meets every first No.. 4.... 11:05 p m
11:10 p. m
1:25 a. m
1:15 a. m
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 8
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 No. 10
1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
cordlrlly invited
WEST BOUND
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
retary.
No. 3
6:10 a. m
6:15 p. m.
No. 7
4:60 p. m
4:40 p. m
1

1

6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men No. 9
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
A. M Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
Medicines tnat aid nature are alFlint, chief of records and collector
ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
of wampum.
Visiting brother
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It

I.

allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
opens the secretions and aids nature in restoring the system to a
O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. healthy condition.
Thousands have
1,
Meets every Monday evening at testified to its superior excellence.
Sold by all druggists.
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to
When buying a cough medicine for
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- children bear in mind that Chambergers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary lain's Cough Remedy is most effectual
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- , for colds, croup and whoplng cough
and that it contains no harmful drug.
cemetery trustee.
For sale by all druggists.

Crystal Ice go.
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

n

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders

To-wl- t:

Drug:

4,

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law,

Drug Co.

satis-'actio-

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

HUNKER
H. Hunker
Geo.
1,

Do you know that fully nine out of
every ten cases of rheumatism are
simply rheumatism of the muscles due
to cold or damp, or chronic rheumatism, and require no internal treatment whatever? Apply Chamberlain's
Liniment freely and see how quickly
it gives relief. For sale hv all dinir.
years old. gists.

MMMM

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M. Suit

hi

4

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

Reg-ftula-

To-wi-

One red bull,
feet.

GOODS

CAFE

AND

munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
mTES FUR CLASSIFIED AD"ER
N. O. Herman, W M.; D. R. Murray,
TISEMENT8
KNIGHT8 OF C0LUMBU8, COUNCIL
c'v cents per line each insertion, Secretary.
..NO. 804. -- Meets second and fourth
silmatt ii ordinary words to a
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pionee
NO. 2,
n
Nc d to occupy less apace than LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDERY,
building.
Visiting members are corr
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
w lines. Aii advertisements ehara-- d
W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
invited.
dially
conclave second Tues-W- r
will be booked at space actually
F. 8.
P.
E.
Mackel,
day in each month at Ma
t, without regard to number of
C.
D.
m.
words. Cash In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. O; Chaa. Tamme, Re
Meet in the forest of brotherly
(order.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each mi nth at s p. in. C. Clay
ARCH MSON8 Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welTemat.
Masonic
month
come and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
PA.
Williams, K. P.;
Number. Main SL
Brinegar, Secretary.
DENTISTS.

Wanted

4

BEST

SOCIETY AND

before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
before Dec. 15, 1 said date being 10
RENT Three room furnished
days after last appearance of this ad FOR
Comfortable and warm.
cottage.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
315 Eighth street.
Inquire
Board
this
for the benefit of the
by
owner when found.
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
close in. Applv 725 Sixth street
Albuquerque, N. M
1st pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6. 1912. FOR RENT 2 room
furnished house,
3
also
conveniently furnished
rooms. 921 Lincoln avenue.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scrtbea estray animal was taken up by
Girl for general houseW. Carter, Tolar, N. M., Dec. 20, 1911. WANTED
work. 1100 Seventh street.
t:
tf
One bay mare and colt,
about 700 lbs., 20 years old, 13
hands.
Branded
mx.
Charles Durham, Lovington, 111., has
On left shoulder
succeeded in nndine a nnaltivu
n
Said animal being unknown to this for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
Board, unless claimed by owner on or the bed every night clear thro' on
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
days after last appearance of this ad store looking for something different
vertisement, said estray will be sold 10 neip mm wnen l heard of Foley
t.un
by this Board for the benefit of Ihe Kidney Pills. After ha
them two days we could see a change
owner when found.
and when he had taken two thirds of
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
a bottle he was cured. That ta ahnm
six weeks ago and he has not wet
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last nub. Jan. 6, 1912. m tea since." O. G. Schaefer and

1100 lbs.,

KtSf AIIBANT

HOOT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

THE

CHAPMAN

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
before Dec. 15, '11 said date b"singlO
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by rhis Board for the benefit of ths
owner when found.
CATTLE

LOBBY

cos--,

&fl

On left ribs

Optic

To-wi-

Ear mark

WHOLESALERS OF

THE

H

Board, unless claimed by owner on or

Vivian

2, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following described eatray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.

To-wi- t:

5

Ear mark

shock-threshin- g

JANUARY

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. M. Shaw, Estancla, N. M., Nov 24, J. M. Shaw, Estancla, N. M., Dec. 18,
1911.

Hubby I honestly think I'm going OIL
to have appendicitis.
One roan cow,
Wifey Well, I'm sure I'm going to 700
48 inches.
about
lbs.,
have a new hat, and your old appendiBranded
citis can wait.
On left ribs
THE VERY THING

TUESDAY,

Classified ads. search out the people to whom amour M
MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who

As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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Hats for Matrons

DAILY OPTIC. TUESDAY,

1

'

The
IT

Money mooners

Iron-plate- d

"I resolved not to make a nuisance
of myself when I descended on the
dovecote," explained the girl with her
eye on the lavender colored handkerchiefs. "I planned to slip off for long
walks by myself and. to develop a
for solitary rowing bouts on the
lake and to discover dozens of letters
that I simply had to go away by myself
Jo write. I was going to give those
people plenty of time to coo without
the dark cloud of my presence embarfond-'nes-

W

8E V 6

TO ELECT OLL1E JAMES.
SENSATIONAL DIVORCE SUIT
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 2 The bien
Wilmington, DM. Jan. 2. The suit
of lohn Bancroft, second son of John nial session of the Kentucky, legislanew cap!
Bancroft, wealthy secretary of the ture convened- today in the
senator
ia to
A
States
United
textol.
Joseph Bancroft & Sons company,
tile manufacturer!, of Wilmington, be elected to succeed Senator Thomas
for a divorce from his wife, Madeline H. Paynter, but the election will be

'

HYDE TO THE BAR
of
Cork, Jan. 2. The
city
H. Hyde, the
chamberlain who is charged with ac
to deposit city moncv
cepting
In the Carnegie Trust company, wits
urt today for
called in the supreme

CHARLES!.

SIMPLE MIXTURE U8ED
IN LAS VEGAS
Many in Las Vegas are now using

New

Chali

tae
forsr

the simple buckthorn bark afd glycaribe
erine mixture known as Adler-i-kthe new German appendictls remedy.
A SINGLE DOSE relieves constipa
trial.
du Pont Bancroft, and the counter a mere formality as the democratic tion, sour stomach or gas on the stomConfor
vote
to
bound
aim
is
INSTANTLY.
This
come
ach
almost
majority
suit of the wife for oivorce will
GOOD TIME TO BEGIN
was
pie mixture antiseptlcizes the digesup- for trial In th
superior court gressman Ollle James, who
first of the yea: s a good time
The
the
In
the
for
senatorshlp
off
the
Impuritive organs and draws
here, this month.
to
saving. The First Na'lonaibegin
ties and people are surprised how
When the young husband filed suit November primaries.
offers
everr facility for thosbank
creCross
QUICKLY It helps. The Red
against his wife last summer it
save tp a surplus for
to
wish
who
START THE YEAR RIGHT
ated the greatest stir that has ocDrug Co.
aoeoluntator small a.
Big
of
rain?
day."
In
one
ride
a
for
her
By taking
curred In Delaware in years. Mrs.
sollcltltt.
Why not on?n
are
counts
to
NEW RECORD MADE
Bancroft, who is only 23 years old. Is our up to date rigs or by taking her
thfe boy or girl now?
for
account
an
closed
our
of
one
In
elegant
a member of the du Pont family, the the ball
The Sanitary Dairy company has
them the saving habit.
carriages. They always come back established a new record for cleanll It will teach
millionaire, powder manufacturers.
reasonIn his suit the husband named Max who give us a trial. Prices
ness. The milk is handled In sucn a
BELOW ZERO
63 DEGREES
Heibler,. of Munich, a friend of the able, service prompt. Call up Main manner as to keep it free from all
didn't go quite
temperature
The
He called 15, M. L. Cooley's livery, and you contamination. Every process through
eouDle. as corespondent.
but. nevertheless,
low
night,
last
that
last
born
of
his
son
not
be
wife,
will
the tnjairt
disappointed.
which it goes is absolutely sterile.
to satisfy
far
enough
down
s
went
it
April, Max Heibler, Jr. He also mad
You can give it to the baby knowing
of w'nter
lover
comost
exacting
a
the
BALLOT
was
WOMAN'S
born
here,
CAMPAIGN FOR
the child, which
call-tn- e
that his little life is safe from danrtpfTirtnnt with the mother. He de
Milwukee, Wis., Jan. 2. A plan of ger from germs, which often infect weather. When your business, out
or shonnine trips take you
nied the paternity of the infant.
compalgn that calls for rallies in carelessly handled milk.
into the cold you can warm up quickSubsequently the wife began coun- every large city and town of the state
on Dougter suit for divorce on the same gen- was Inaugurated by the Wisconsin
ly by dropping into Potter's
BEGINS FOURTH TERM.
POTHIER
of hU
a
onp
exlas avenue and drinking
eral grounds. She also alleges
Woman's Suffrage association today
R. I., Jan. 2. Aram J
Providence,
A
place
good
Munich
adchocolate.
of
In
hot
Waukesha.
delicious
treme cruelty. The city
with a meeting at
Pothier, one of the youngest govern- to go, too, after the theater.
figures in the action, for the feasor dition to the Wisconsin leaders the
ors in the United States and the only
that the couple lived abroad for three speakers in the statewide campaign
French Canadian ever elected to the
DON'T DO IT
years, following their elopement from will include Rev. Caroline Bartlett office of chief executive of any of the
to get along without plenDon't
Wilmington In 1907. They were mar- Crane, Rachel Foster Avery and other
try
term
states, entered upon his fourth
ried at Washington, D. C, the bride- equal rights advocates of national
The Las Vegas Mercantile
fruit.
of
ty
as governor of Rhode Island today.
has a choice assortment ot
groom not being quite of age. He
company
r
The
was a student at Princeton.
native and Colorado apples which it
LIST.
in
LETTER
abroad
ADVERTISED
sent
were
TIMES
HOW MANY
youthful couple
is selling at reasonable prices by tne
relus
order that the husband could comFollowing is a list of the letters
Have yon wished you had a good
hox or In smaller quantities. Big
plete his studies at Heidelberg Uni- likeness of some near dear relative maining uncalled for in the postofflce cious oranges are received daily. i ne
me
a portrait that was a true nuenese, in East Las Vegas, N. M., for
versity.
mercantile company always has the
1911:
in
30,
heard
December
be
will
The double action
In season. Telephone
with every characteristic line and a week ending
beet of fruit
Armijo, Miss Madonla; Bowl, Mr.
will be fllle
open court, as is the requirement in natural expression. In our poritsl:
orders.
They
your
Miss
Delaware.
work we study our subject, get the Jim; Cabez, Florensio; Cow en,
Mrs. J. W.; Canley, promptly.
proper pose and light, that's why our Edith; Chester,
Miss
Romoslta; Garcia,
MELLOW AS MOONLIGHT
work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait Joe; Garcia,
Miss Jen
Godlewls,
Miss
Romonsita;
Studio on the Plaza
Ripe with age. Smooth as velvet
THg
nie; Hovlan, George;, Hil' S. G.;
this rich old Elm Ridge Club WhisLink, Donald E.; Morgan, Miss Anna;
MEETS.
LEGISLATURE
ky was dist'lled in 1890, eleven years
Smith, Mrs. Faustina L de; Valdez,
bienshould
2.
The
and
a
rare
Jan.
has
quality
ago. It
Jackson, Miss.,
Bias.
be used for medicinal purposes in nial session of the Mississippi legisCM
The following letters and postcards
preference to all other brands. Bot- lature convened today for organizaheld for postage and better
tled in bond, full quarts, $2.50. tion. No United States senator is to are
considbut
at
this
Standard
session,
be elected
Choice wines and liquors.
Rosendo Duran; Orvill Isaac's
brands at the Lobby Cafe and Lunch erable other business of importance
Illinois; Mr. J. W. Logsdon,
of
lawmakers.
the
attention
awaits the
fa.
rooms, phone orders promptly
Illinois.
Walshville,
The question of ordering a convention
letters
above
the
When calling for
to revise the state constitution is one
matters to be
please ask for "Advertised Leters."
of
the
important
PLAN TO ELEVATE THE DRAMA.
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 2. Plays never
given professionally In Boston, and
plays never before offered on any
M GERMAN-MILLE- D
stage, are to be presented at the Toy
PILLS
theater, which has its formal opening
CHICHESTER
BRAND.
A
THE , a .u .
The Toy theater
in this city tonight.
-- Civ
t llrurlil for AN
of
the
is desined for the elevation
oU metalllcY
IMIlr. In Bed
boaes, sealed with Blue ofRMun. V
drama, and is to be conducted along
otfcer. Buy
your
g
I'romlirt. Ail. for II - " I
the same lines as the New Theater
for 85
SuSoND BBAND PILLS,
St
A
.
a
on
New
year
rwi.ub
in
York,
only
attempted
SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
less pretentious- - scale. Many prom
inent society people, writers and musicians of Boston are Interested in
The services of all
the enterprise.
Firer-Whit- er
persons taking part in the perform
ances are to be given free. The season will run for eight alternate weeks
and every fortnight a new play will
in
be produced. Two short plays,
For over three decades a favorite
GERMAN
His House," by George Middleton, and
household medicine for COUGHS,
Press Cuttings," by George Barnard
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
Shaw, have been selected for me
SILVERWARE
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
A
a,

s

-

of

rassing them! I needn't have worried, for they did not pay any more
attention to me than they would if I
had been composed of mist.
"What I found that I simply could
not endure was not any excess sentimentality but excess solicitude on the
part of the brides. Now, I've known
Art Worley all my life, ever since we
used to pull each other's hair and steal
cookies together, and of all the dare
he
about fringe blow about. There is a very great va- devil, reckless boys I ever knew,
THERE is something
He was always get
difworst
the
was
main
their
dethese
to
of
it
shapes,
riety
millinery
adapts
In rainstorms, upset In
signed for older women particularly ferences being in the backs. Some of ting drenched
and mangled in accisunstruck
at
brimless
are
some
lakes,
turn
well. It is made of rich materials, as them
down,
his
mother was one of
as
and
updents,
lace, chenille, satin and silk, and is the back and others turn smartly
placid women with
carefully and compactly put together. ward, allowing room for a low coif- those comfortable,
a divine faith in the nine lives of cats
Now that it la so fashionable, many fure.
In Fig. 1 a very attractive shape is and boys she never paid any attenhats are trimmed with it, and some of
as
them entirely covered with the narrow shown which may be had in felt, vel- tion to his mishaps. He grew up
vet or any of the materials used for tough as a hickory and able to thrive
silk fringes.
winter hats. Velvet loops and chenille on a diet of nails.
There are so many bonnet-lik- e
worn
"That is why Graces conduct
are
season
that
this
by
fringe headed by a band of roses,
shapes
young and old alike, that there Is a form the trimming. This shape s first took away my breath and then in
wider choice than heretofore for older worn both by young and elderly wom- furiated me. 'Darling,' she would say
women. These shapes are unusually en, with equal appropriateness.
anxiously to Art at the breakfast ta
More particularly designed for older ble, pausing suddenly as the awful
softening and becoming and a very
2 follows the
thought smote her. 'I forgot to lay out
agreeable change from turban and women, the hat in Fig.
toque shapes which have been worn lines of a bonnet. The crown is a soft your heavier underwear for you, andI
Older women puff of velvet and the trimming a there's quite a chill wind today!
for so many years
should consider them with favor. They plume effect made of fringe applied to Just know you'll take your death of
are small, with roomy and comfort- auills and a fringed cabochon. This is cold! Promise me that you'll change
able head sizes. They fit well down a very new model, rich and dignified at once I shodld never forgive myself
over the crown of the head and stay in effect. It is made in the darker if you got cold in your head through
Worn shades of the rich colors which char my horrid carelessness!'
In place without difficulty.
with a face veil, they are very neat, acterize this season's millinery.
"And Art Worley, before my very
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
M there is no chance for the hair to
eyes, would gaze at her fatuously and
frown a trifle with worry and then
erv: the trimmine at back is ar would agree that his precious health
PLANNED FOR THE AFTERNOON
ranged to form a deep V, that is filled demanded the next heaviest weight.
In to match the vest.
He would shiver a trifle, too, and say
Materials required: Five yards 46 that the wind did feel cold.
inches wide, embroidery for trim"That would start Helen. 'Harry,
ming,
yard tucked net.
she would murmur to her husband, 'do
von
the cold, too? Now, don't be
brave and say no when you're
foolishly
TO
REMEMBER
LITTLE POINTS
really suffering! You know you said
last nieht that you had a pain in your
Matters of Etiquette That Never shoulder! I Just knew you shouldn t
Should Be Absent From
have brought in those great heavy
the Memory.
armfuls of stove wood! You tax your
too much!"
When the luncheon guests are la- strength
same Harry Horan took all
this
"Yet
dles exclusively the hostess leads the
honors at coLlege. He re
athletic
the
way to the dining room, where places
of prehistoric days in
a
spmbles
giant
are chosen at will or are fixed by
size. Yet Harry, instead of howling
Inwith
names
favors
the
dainty plate
in derision, would look seriously and
scribed on one side.
would tell Helen that he supposed he
Many hostesses prepare for an In- was foolish and that he must be more
formal musical and literary program careful!
following luncheon
"Then Grace would capture me as 1
The hostess driving with another
tor a walk and would pour her
started
woman in a closed carriage allows her
into my ear. It seemed that
troubles
guest to take the choice of seats by Art had not eaten more than twc
in
giving her precedence
entering the spoonfuls of his breakfast food that
carriage.
morning, and did I think he was going
Only the most delicate scent Is al- to be ill?
lowed on a lady's stationery, and it Is
"Then I would brutally say that Art
better to dispense with perfumery in
looked as solid and tough and
Worley
this line altogether. If used a sachet laatlnc as the big oak tree out In front
is introduced Into the box in which
would mdiemantly retort that I had
the stationary Is kept, the scent being no heart and didn't appreciate the real
ownthe same as that affected by the
delicacy of his constitution.
er.
When I escaped from her Helen
Black borders of equal width on
would approach and weep on my shoul
widare
used by the
stationery cards
der and demand to be told If I thougnt
ow as long as she wears mourning.
Harry would stop loving her because
Postal cards are only proper for the
coffee had been so weak at breakannouncing meetings or the most Im- fast, due to her criminal neglect. She
personal messages.
fert that she had failed as a wife ana
she could not bear to think of her
own frightful shortcomings a moment
White Serge for Winter.
For early winter wear white suits longer.
of cloth, corduroy or heavy ribbed
"After I had endured this sort of
serge are very smart. The coats are
Plain amethyst delaine Is used for cut on Empire lines, with a seam thine for one whole week I threw all
into my trunk
this very effective dress. The skirt lust above the waist line, and im ray clothes helter-skelte- rnext train
to
back
the
Just escapes the ground all round, mense revers and large flap pockets and caught
and has a tunic simulated by a band give the suit a youtmui appearance town. I reall:' felt that immediate es
about five To be worn with one of these smart cape was the only thing that could
of soft silk embroidery
the upper
save my mind from giving away uton
sewn
by
inches wide,
suits, recently ordered for a miss of
bodice
of
the
sides
edge only. The
fifteen, a large soft hat of white silk terly.
"That's why I'm buying lavender
ar cut Magyar, and open in front to beaver, with a fetching flat tailored
will fade in the
show a vest that is of finely tucked bow of Persian lamb as its sole trim handkerchiefs that
I want to do something
from
wash
first
the
materia)
and
The handsome
net at the top.
was chosen.
trims ming,of lace that finished the front of wiolisa myBelf to counteract the
bust to waist; lace insertianembroid-rfrill
of ot'iers during that long
the lower edge of net, and
the coat was caught by another bit of week!"
the top of material. The water- - Persian lamb.
fall revers are trimmed with embroid-
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"What are you doing here?" de
manded the girl who had Just bought
six Initial handkerchiefs. "One short
week ago you bade us all farewell and
went away to stay a month In the
country!"
"That's all right," said the girl who
was looking at lavender bordered handkerchiefs. "I was there a month all
in one week! I came home because I
had to do so to retain my sanity! Tet
when the florans and the Worleys asked me over to visit them at the
cottage they had taken together for
the season, I thought I was going to
have the time of my life!"
"Well, didn't you?"
"I did!" emphatically said the girl
who was buying lavender bordered
handkerchiefs. "And may the fates
preserve me from having It again!
It was all my own fault and I should
have known better! Any person
bright enough to be let run at large
should have more sense than to tackle
one bride and groom and to think of
any human being having the
nerve and reckless daring to
attempt to breathe the same atmosphere with two pairs of newly married
people makes me absolutely disgusted I
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the answer to
every Bakirg Problem.
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It's
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FOLEY'S

More Urviforrrv. HONEY Me TAR
COMPOUND
Made by LARABEES

and

PROCESS.

Famous

ROGERS'

COUPON

opening.
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
To our many friends and patrons
we desire to extend thanks for their

Gross Kelly

THE MEXICAN ART
We have a beautiful display of gold
and silver Mexican filigree Jewelry,
which we are offering at special
.
Sabino Lujar
prices for the holidays-Bridge street, Old Town.
HENRY

H. FLAGLER

82.

18

New York. Jan. 2 Henry M. Flag
ler, for many years one of the con- j
Oil
Standard
trolling factors in the
corporation, reached his eighty-seconbirthday anniversary today. Mr. Flagler, in accordance with the custom he
has followed for many years, Is
spending the winter In the south.
Later in the month he is to be the
central figure at the big celebration
in honor of the opening of the oversea division of the Florida East Coast
railway. Mr. Flagler haB spent millions of dollars in the construction of
this line, which will afford direct communication between Key West and
the mainland.
d

SACK.:

Co.

Distributors

support and patronage in the past and
to every Las Vegan we extena dcbi
wishes for the New Year with the
hope that it may be the best and
most prosperous that the city and
each individual in it ever had In
Corporation,
vestment and Agency
Fleming. Mer
George
FARMERS ATTEND SCHOOL.
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 2. Scores of
progressive farmers and stock raisers
left their homes in various parts of
the state today, with Lexington as
their destination, and at noon they
began to arrive on every train, all
nrenared to attend the annual Insti
tute at the State College of Agricul
ture, one of the principal events of
the year In Kentucky agricultural
circles. During the week there will
be conventions of breeders of dairy
and beef cattle, swine, sheep and
horses, together with exhibitions and
to
dally lectures of special Interest
and
to farm owners, dairymen

IN EVERY

Ask Your Grocer for It

andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable? The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine-Refus- e

sustitutes.

O. G. 8CHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

i

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
to spend
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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FIREMEN'S DANCE

LOCAL NEWS

Screened and Lump Raton CerrilJos

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all

sires Steam Coal Sawed

rms. pm yym

Wood and Kindling
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We

Them to You at The Same
Price You Will Pay in Any Regal Store.

Greenberger

?OOCT"

The

First National

SUCCESSFUL

Regal Shoes

FUNCTION
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Gut-term-

Read Carefully Our
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Richard Guttermau, aged 66 years,
died Sunday night at 11 o'clock in
the state asylum (or the Insane,
where he had been lor the past (our
years receiving treatment Mr.
is survived by a wile and
a
or
Old Taylor bourDo:.
dram
Try
three children, whose home is in
Again we want to call your attention to the
at the Opera Bar.
Santa Fe. The body will be sent to
fact that we are SOLE AGENTS for the Gale- the
this evening where
Finch a Golden Wedding Rye,
aged burialCapital City
will occur.
in the wood. Direct from
distillery
brated
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
A special train of 15 cars will pass
BIG MASQUERADE ATTENDED BY
The W. C. T. U. will hold a moth-ers- ' through Las Vegas this evening at
REGAL SHOES
AN IMMENSE CROWD THAT'
meeting tomorrow afternoon at about 6 o'clock carrying 120 soldiers
FILLED THE DUNCAN.
2:30 o'clock with Mrs. C. McReynolds and equipment bound from Holbrook,
at her home on Third street.
Ariz., to Sturges, S. D. Most of the
PRIZES AWARDED.
Which have been recognized as the VERY
men are in the cavalry and their
King, dozen calling cards. The OpMiss Alice Smith of Jefferson, Mo., equipment
includes their horses,
BEST VALUES OBTAINABLE since the first
tic, Dr. Clifford S. Losey.
was operated upon Sunday
morning mules and other camp necessities.
&
Queen,
Onion
at the Becker hospital. It is
bouquet, Perry
Son,
reported
day they were put on the market and are
Mrs. Clifford S. Losey.
that Miss Smith is doing well.
AT THE PHOTOPLAY.
Ladies'
handsomest
first
costume,
Maud Muller, a beautiful production
grownig better each year.
Patricio Ochoa from Mora has en of Whittier's immortal poem:
prize,
gold watch, by R.
tered the Becker hospital and will be
The Tired Absent Minded Man. J. Taupert, Mrs. Arthur Langston;
operated upon the early part of this Don't let your forgetting get the best second prize, Electric iron by Las Veweek.
of you and miss this, the best laugh gas Light and Power company, May
Barnette.
of the season.
This For Your Consideration
The Ladies' Altar Society of the
Men's handsomest costume, first
Over the Choflng Dish. If you want
Church of the Immaonlnfo rnnoon. to see something you never saw in prize, suit of clothes, by Hub Clothing
tion will mee tomorrow afternoon moving pictures, see this.
company, John Young; second prize.
with Mrs. P J. Emenaker. All the
Saved From the Torrents. A great lamp, by Charles O'Malley, G. C. Jamembers and the ladies of the con- railroad urama.
cobs; ladies' most appropriate costume, first prize, Navajo blanket by
gregation are Invited to be present.
Sell
Gross Kelly and company, Mrs. L B.
A PRETTY STENOGRAPHER
Florenclo Pfeiffer, who was serving
No matter how pretty or how effi Manis; second prize, five pound box
OH
a sentence of 20 years in the terri cient your
Sarah
candy by P. B. Potter,
stenographer may be, she
Boone.
torial penitentiary, escaped the latter cannot do her best work unless
most
Men's
cosappropriate
you
MODELS AND MATIERMLS ON DISPLAY
part of last week from the road gang keep her supplied with the best type- tume, first prize, Roelof's hat by Joemployed near Chapelle.
He has not writer ribbons. These can always be seph Taichert, Charles Lloyd; second
IN OUR SHOW WINDOW
been recaptured and evidently will found at Baily's. Ribbons for all prize, pair kid gloves by a friend,
Mac
Evans. Ladies' most original
make himself a New Year's present makes of machines are always kept
of his liberty. Pfeiffer was sent un in stock. Better lay. in a supply now. costume, first prize, manicure set by
E. G. Murphey, Mrs. Emma Burke;
from Albuquerque about two
years
second prize, umbrella by Bacharacu
ago after conviction of a brutal as
NOTICE
brothers, Bessie Clark. Men's most
sault upon a woman In a box car near To Teachers:
the Duke City. The penitentiary auThe midwinter examinations will be original costume, first prize, box of
thorities are making strenuous ef held at the court hous in Las Vegas cigars, by Vincent Truder, Messrs,
forts to return him to the big penal beginning at 8 a. m.s sharp January iiolte. Blood and Hart; second prize,
box of hose by Anderson & Hallbrand,
12 and 13, 1912.
institution in Santa Fe.
All teachers desiring to obtain cer John Burke. LadieB' best acted cob- tume, first prize, drawn work by M.
The East Las Vegas Fire depart- tiflcates to teach in San
Miguel coun M.
Thompson, Mrs. Uhrig; second
ment wishes to thank most sincerely w, wai nave no certificates
now,
O. G. Schaefer,
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford S.
prize,
Losey who must present themselves on the days Goldie perfume by
so graciously presided last night as set forth.
Savage. Men's best acted cos
tume, first prize, briar pipe, by O. M
king and queen of the annual New
Respectfully,
Ward, Lawrence Clark; second prize,
Year's carnival and masquerade. The
Put up an Electric Sign, on our Flat Rate Proposition.
M. F. DESMARAIS,
box f cigars, by E. C. Long, Thomas
company also extends thanks to the J2 to 10
Superintendent
Lamb.
Ladies' most ludicrous cos
merchants who so willingly furnish.
Ifjyou do not Keep Your Name and Business Before
tume, waist by Mrs. Staiidish, Eu
ed the handsome prizes and contribEXTENDS THANKS
the Public you are Soon Forgotten.
genia Herber; second prize, picture by
uted to the success of the affair by
Mrs. Standish wishes to thank her
J. C. Johnsen & Son, Edith Lowe
tickets.
purchasing
The public, which many friends and patrons who have Men s most
ludicrous costume, first
patronized the ball liberally, is also so loyally patronized her during the
thanked by the company, which past year. Wishing them all a happy prize, military set by Center Block
David
store,
Conway; sec
stands ready to extend its best ser and prosperous new year and will be drug
ond prize,
box
of
by
cigars
in
vices
the hour of need.
with you with a full line of new spring Laubach &
Benjamin, T. S. McBirney
goods and novelties.
Oiris best juvenile costume, first
What was expected to be the last
prize, hat by Mrs. Wallis, Jane
A LEARNED JUDGE
meeting of the board of county com
second prize, box of candy
One who knows good whlBky by ih
missioners that has served San Mi
by O. L. Gregory, Etta Jones. Boy'b
guel county so faithfully during the taste, will tell you that Old Taylor best juvenile costume, dozen cabinet
pats three years was scheduled to be Bourbon is the finest whisky distill photos by Tooker, Lionel Ward; sec
held this afternoon. It wm nnt .v. ed. It has just the proper age to re ond
prize, dozen tickets to Photoplay
pected the meeting would be an event tain all the properties that so
Best
tlieater, bidney KegeiiBbei,.
ful one. The commissioners annunc- - make a perfect whisky. Sold in bond waltzer, ladies, first prize, hat by Mrs
ed this morning that It was their In bottles or in bulk at the Opera Bar Strass, Mrs. J. H. Vaughn; second
tention to complete as far as possible C. T. Farley.
prize, hand painted vase by Baily's
all business that has been Inaugurated
Mrs. H. G. Moore. Men's lirst prize
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Madame Stainsky of the Pikes Peak Fur Co. will
by them. All of the members of the
pair of Regal shoes by M. Ureenber
have on
Dear Sir. You probably are not ger, Ray Lynch; second
tnbition at the El Dorado hotel a late
board will retire with the granting of
prize, men's
of Furs
consignment
All the latest authoritative
statehood. They are Roman Galleeos. your own lawyer, but you assist your handkerchief set by Graaf Dry Goods
models and newest styles in furs are
included in the exhibit.
company, H. G. Mohr.
chairman; John S. Clark and Benlgno lawyer to assist you.
We are your fire insurance agents
Those who place orders during the exhibit can
Martinez.
The handsome cake donated by the
secure lowest
ask us about a better protection at Graaf &
prices.
store
for
the
best
Hayward
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the same expense.
cake walkers was awarded to Arthur
CUTLER BROTHERS,
FOR SALE Furniture, for four room
Lowe and Miss Edith Lowe.
124.
614 Lincoln Ave
Not because it was the arst big
house by lota or piece. 406 Na- Phone Main
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
function of the year will the annual
tional avenue.
New Year's ball of the East Las Ve
gas fire department, which was given
use night in the Duncan opera house;
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
NEW
oe remembered as one of the most ranged admirably for the comfort and ed C. Jacobs, Turk; Mac Evans, Mika
COMMENCE
THE
of the guests.
do; L B. Manis, Spanish don; Mrs.
successful social events of 1912, but pleasure
TO LAUNDRY DAY
Vhe
was prettily decor L. B. Manis,
auditorium
because it set a standard that will be
Pocahontas; Mrs. H. P.
YEAR WITH SOMETHING
hard to attain by other festal occu ated in patriotic colors. At the oc- Brown, red and gold girl; Lawrence
sions. The floor was filled with danc casion of the crowning of the king Clark, lady ii white; Manuel Henri
ers in all manner of handsome and lu and queen of the carnival, Dr. and quez, cotton picker; Dr. J. D. Hess
GOOD
dicrous costumes and the foyers ami Mrs. C. S. Losey, the lights were ex cotton picker; Matthew Potsch, cottor
If you make it
galleries were jammed with specta tinguished and red, white and blue Picker; Charlotte O'Malley, maid o
tors. The crowd present was the most globes began to glimmer around the honor; Gussie O'Malley, maid of honLAS VEGAS STEAM
representative gathering of Las Vegas proscenium arch placing the king and or; Sarah Boothe, jolly costume; Mrs.
in a veritable fairyland. Early A. G.
Wallis, Turkish
people that had been assembled to queen
A. G. Walin the evening
LAUNDRY DAY
an irtersstiDg pro lis. Sis Hopkins; C. E.lady;
months.
The
in
carried
firemen
gether
Jones,
Madef
Home out the program of the evening with gram was given. This consisted of Eugenia Herber, farmer cowboy;J.
girl;
and singing and a song by Burke, tin man;
R.
promptitude and everything was ar- - dancing
Mohr, gentleAnd
the O'Malley twins. The two little man; Mrs. R. W.
you'll never go back to the
MeRwnn Anrinnmisses greatly pleased their audience R. G.
McEwan, domino; Orin Blood,
way,
and were encored heartily.
night rider; Donald Hart, night rider;
From 9:30 until the announcing of waiter Hoke,, night
rider; David Conthe prizes the masked dancers occu way, Happy
Hooligan; Lee Gerard,
pied the floor. At 11:30 the specta clown; May Barnett, peasant girl;
TRY US ONCE.
START THE YEAR tors
were invited to dance, after the James Reed,
negro; C. Regensberg.
Just what you need to
masks had been removed. The pro tramp; s.
PHONE NOW-Regensberg, baseball playof
dances was not completed er; Ray Lynch,
gram
start you out right on these
clown; C. A. Tram-bleOF
until a late hour. The dance was a
hobo; Lucy Trambley, Spanish
big success, due to the enterprise of belle; Thomas Lamb,
cold Mornings
Arthe flrement and the loyal support ac thur Routledge, buffalopoliceman; J. N.
hunter;
corded them by the merchants and Cook, Indian;
Ray Atkins, Indian;
the general public, who furnished Hazel Belle, colonial
girl; L Gregory.
H. STEARNS
handsome prizes and patronized tie cowboy;
Sylvia Savage, winter; Jenbaile liberally. The dance furnished nie
Umbarger, flower girl; Goldi
an enjoyable social feature of the hol- Savage, Potter's
candy kid; Mrs. EmPure Things to Eat
idays. The music, under the direc- ma Burke, Santa Fe
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
railway girl; D.
U
tion of Jerry Fielding, was excellent W.
Bingham, sailor; Lioml Ward.
The dancers and the characters reD- - Buster
Brown; J. p. Young, Roy Chesresented by them are as follows: Bes terfield; Ed
Ferndell Canned
Goods
sie Clark, Mary Jane in Tinsel; May Arthur Lowe,Roberts, lookin' fer work;
Duke of Harmony;
Martin, Gypsy queen; Earl Jones. Edith Lowe,
Etta Jones, Mary
Topsy;
devil; Frank Jones, clown- Mm t h Jane in Tinsel.
Vaughn domino; C. L. Lloyd, chef; A.
C. Erb, clown; J. B. Ament, dominoWARE THAT WEARS
V. H. Wake, domino; O. M.
It Is a real pleasure to cook when
Ward,
Uncle Sam; J. E. McGuire. Montmor you have
Sanitary Bakery Products
nice, clean, convenieat
ency; Mrs. Arthur Langston. Elk iHrl- - kitchen utensils
that are easily kept
Mrs. E. Uhrig, old maid; B G. Lynch, clean. We
have a complete line of
sailor; R. R. Green, nothinfi; N. Cor the Pure Spun Aluminum ware. Cofdova, Happy Hooligan: A. Sen a fee pots, frvins- anil stawinp- nans.
Happy Hooligan; T. F. McRirnpv boilers, burlin and tea
(The Coffee Man.)
507 Si'xlh Slrret
kettles, bread,
Phone Main 462
&
coon; Angle Seelover, Optic girl; Mrs. cake and
to
pie
pans,
everything
H. G. Mohr,,
Denver PostPro
a pleasure.
Coor-- j Lumber
Lewis, clown; Clarence White, clown Co., 700 Railroad
Acenue.
i

FRIENDS

vKQAg

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstic and Foreign
Exchange.
A

Yourself as well
as Las Vegas.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

r;

FUR EXHIBIT AND SALE AT
ELDORADO HOTEL

JAN. 3 TO JAN. 6.

The Pikes Peak Fur Co.

JUST

RECEIVED II

FULL LINE OF
RICHELIEU

Canned Goods
and Preserves
AT
The Oraaf

&

Buck wheat Cakes

rom our
Grown
Home

a

-

Ground Buck wheat
Flour

y,

Hayward

Company.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

1912

J.

Just Right
By

Have your fernery filled or
buy a

New one already filled,

melng

-

And Our

Our prices

-

are reasonable.

BOUCHER.

Subscribe for The Optic

PERRY ONION

-

SON

-

make-cookin- g

-

m.

